
Newsletter n°8 October 2011While cities grew with the acceleration of the rural exodus and urbanisation, thecon`licts of the Cold War directed humanitarian action towards rural environments.Cities, which had been the scene of violence up till WWII with the bombing of Dresden,the siege of Stalingrad and the ruins of Hiroshima, began to take centre stage again atthe beginning of the 90s with wars such as those in Sarajevo, Mogadishu and Grozny.Humanitarian practices were not adapted to these new operational contexts. GroupeURD began its research project “Wars in cities and cities in wars” in 2001which aimedto shed light on the challenges of humanitarian action in cities and urban reconstruc-tion. This was followed bymajor projects on Afghan cities, post-tsunami reconstructionand `inally on integrating speci`ic urban characteristics into the response to the Haitiearthquake. For ten years now, it has been one of our priorities to promote an urbanperspective in a world where crises in cities and cities in crisis are more and more fre-quent and destructive. The Cities and Crises conference in April 2011, organized inpartnership with the Mairie de Paris and with the support of the Rhône-Alpes Region,was an opportunity for a wide variety of representatives from humanitarian and deve-lopment organisations, NGOs, UN agencies, Red Cross organizations, RegionalCooperation bodies and universities to discuss their work, their practices and their dif-`iculties. This special issue of Humanitarian Aid on the Move, written by some of thosewho spoke at the conference, aims to give an idea of the richness of the exchangeswhich took place. Far from closing the subject, these articles raise fundamental ques-tions for the sector which call for re`lection, exploration and innovation.François Grunewald
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Humanitarian space

Groupe URD has worked on the challenges facing
humanitarians and reconstruction actors in urban
contexts for a long time. We have conducted a large
number of Pield missions and we have produced
several books and numerous articles in connection
with this issue.
The conference of 26 April 2011was an opportunity
to share our experience in this domain and to
revitalise the debate about the interaction between
cities, humanitarian action and reconstruction. It
aimed to review current thinking about
vulnerability in built and urban environments and
the issues involved in conducting humanitarian
action and reconstruction in such contexts. This
document is the topic overviewwhichwas prepared
in advance of the conference to place the debate in
its context and present the different issues raised by
these questions.

Cities and crises
Béatrice BOYER - Karine HETTRICH - Jacques LETOURNEUR

Built and urban environments are increasingly affected bydestructive events and can themselves be a source offragility. In general, crisis management and relief activitiesin these contexts are extremely complex due to multipleinterconnected factors and population density. Thesemul-tiple factors (e.g. social, spatial and economic) create a cer-tain number of problems for those providingpost-emergency aid in terms of security and providingsupplies for essential needs. Whether local or interna-tional, these organisations do not have the appropriateknow-how or logistics and struggle to find the right scalefor their operations. In terms of the post-disaster recon-struction of buildings, neighbourhoods and, more broadly,of cities, there are serious difficulties in establishing rele-vant and appropriate aid strategies. Between emergencyrelief, short-term economic aid and aid for in-depth struc-tural improvement, a whole range of skills, technical sec-tors, funding mechanisms and policy strategies areinvolved.
We propose to look at these issues from three angles:1 – The issue of fragility in built and socio-urban environ-ments and risk prevention – What are the potential risks,resilience factors and socio-urban fragilities? How can in-formation about these be sharedmore effectively betweenactors conducting operations in urban environments?What risk reduction tools can be put in place? What prob-lems affect prevention?2 – The issues involved in conducting humanitarian actionin cities – What is the current state of the debate amonghumanitarians, with their different mandates, practices,logistics and experiences? How should methods and toolsbe adapted to operations in built and urban environments?

What lessons have been learned from previous disasters?Could other sectors improve the aid provided during thisphase?3 – The challenges of urban reconstruction – What is themost appropriate response faced with the multiplicity ofinter-linked urban systems to be rehabilitated and thescale of technical and economic needs involved in the re-construction? What type of action should be carried out:rehabilitation, reconstruction or redevelopment? Whatshould the timescale be? What skills and funding mecha-nisms need to be activated?Who should be included in co-ordination: local or international actors; emergency relief,development or private sector organisations; communitiesor authorities?Following exchanges with the IASC Task Force and UN-HABITAT about humanitarian action in cities at the end of2010, and other debates since, this Groupe URD – Mairiede Paris conference will aim to complement the work ofother stakeholders on this subject.
Topic 1

URBAN FRAGILITY,
DISASTER PREVENTION AND PREPAREDNESSIn urban areas, there are more natural hazards and riskscaused by the presence and activities of humans (struc-tural fragility and defective buildings, planning errors,technological risks, bad governance, etc.). Whether in theNorth or the South, risks in cities are omnipresent. How-ever, the scale of damage provoked by a disaster (deathtoll, material and immaterial damage), is directly linked tothe degree of urban vulnerability (physical, social, eco-nomic, systemic, etc.). As well as being at the source of thedisaster, this vulnerability slows down the recovery andfrustrates subsequent development efforts.The impact of risks is dramatically increasedwhen they af-fect built-up, urban and densely populated areas. It istherefore quite appropriate to focus on the pre-crisis con-text and the vulnerabilities of cities in order to reduce theimpact of future risks on communities, buildings andurban systems.Taking into account the increase in the size of urban pop-ulations, particularly in less developed regions, it is neces-sary to look at the different factors of vulnerability whichcontribute to causing greater damage in cities. These in-terwoven factors can be of a structural and economic, ma-terial and immaterial, organisational and cultural nature.Certain physical or social vulnerabilities can be identified,such as the loss of socio-environmental balance, the lossof construction know-how or chaotic urban development,
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whether spontaneous, illegal, tolerated or badly planned.From limited material fragility (buildings, industries, in-frastructure) to systemic vulnerability (socio-physical net-works and their technical and political management), awhole range of indicators need to be analysed (thresholds,accepted/acceptable/tolerable risks, relative and absoluterisks) in order to implement prevention, crisis manage-ment and warning measures.Though certain traditional construction methods associ-atedwith local contextual knowledge have proven to be ef-fective and resistant (even to a limited extent) where tacitrules are applied, they nevertheless need to be accompa-nied by prevention mechanisms which include notions ofrisk culture and awareness raising (information networks,civil society, etc.). However, the prioritisation of risks interms of urban planning is regularly affected by conflict-ing interests and problems between decision-makers.In an urban environment a more complete analysis ofurban systems is needed. Strong and weak points need tobe identified, located and ordered into a hierarchy. Pro-tection and relief plans are not enough. Disaster manage-ment plans need to be drawn up on different levels for thecity as a whole.
How is urban vulnerability identified?

What risk reduction tools exist and what means exist to in-
crease the resilience – or the response capacity – of the peo-
ple who will inevitably be affected?

How can the community be prepared to cope with hazards,
manage crises and later lay the foundations for recovery?

How can actors involved in post-disaster contexts use these
factors, and how can their programmes contribute positively
to prevention methods?

Topic 2
HUMANITARIAN ACTION IN CITIESThe observation of post-disaster and post-conflict contextsshows that there is a significant increase in the need forhumanitarian aid in cities, perhaps even a radical shift inneeds from rural to urban environments. However, relief,security and protection operations which are adapted toopen natural (rural) environments, encounter problems indense urban contexts. Aid programmes in cities followinga disaster are complicated for relief organisations as theyare more used to working with clearly identified affectedfamilies and village communities. In such contexts, hu-manitarian action takes place more or less autonomouslyas local administrations are often absent, at least tem-porarily. These programmes also use tsector-based logis-tics (supplying water – food security – supplyingprovisional shelters – installing latrines) whereas urbancontexts require a coordinated andmulti-sector approach.The objectives and operational methods of humanitarianprogrammes are also called into question by the con-straints and complexity of the city. This is the case for shel-

ter programmes (the need for housing that can be adapted,transformed and can last).. Another example is the needfor technical networks and collective facilities to improveliving conditions in cities. The problem that humanitarianactors are confronted with in urban contexts is that of re-sponding to the need to re-create living environmentsrather than supplying a large number of provisional shel-ters. “Urban areas almost require solutions other than thesimple application of rural shelter strategies in which somuch past humanitarian experience has been concen-trated”1.NGOs and their donors face numerous questions with re-gard to the provision of humanitarian aid in these contexts.
How can the security of the local population and humani-
tarian staff be ensured among buildings which have been
damaged? How should debris be cleared? How should the
circulation of staff through the city be organised?

What and whose needs should be addressed? Needs in terms
of shelter, potable water, basic hygiene or the need to re-ac-
tivate living environments in all their complexity? The needs
of which groups in particular? What of integrated pro-
grammes? Is there not a greater need for coordinated pro-
grammes?

In what circumstances should the evacuation and displace-
ment of the local population be organised?

How can information about the relations between people be
gathered, identified and understood (relations between a
family unit and an extended family, within a neighbourhood
or between urban and surrounding environments) and how
can capacities and opportunities be identified?

How can humanitarian action contribute to the recovery
process, how can its impact on this process be measured and
how can it be optimised so that there is a rapid transition
from crisis management to reconstruction?

What role can OCHA and the Cluster system (Emergency
Shelter Cluster, WASH Cluster) play in urban operations?

How can foreign aid, the action of local authorities and the
participation of civil society and the local population be co-
ordinated?

Topic 3
THE CHALLENGES OF URBAN RECONSTRUCTIONDisasterswhich take place in urban sectors, cities or neigh-bourhoods cause severe loss of life and both material andimmaterial damage. The complexity of urban situations isthe result of the combination of internal and external fac-tors as well as the necessary interconnection between thetransitional activities of repair, rehabilitation and recon-struction, which all need to be carried out in a way that iscoherent with the existing city and how it is planned.The structural or accidental impacts of crises on urbancontexts bring consequenceswhich influence and combinewith each other such as the deterioration of urban livingconditions, spatial disorganisation, the loss of social struc-ture, administrative deregulation and institutional insta-
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bility. In order to deal with these with a view to recovery,it is necessary to respond both to emergency needs and re-development needs. In the field, the resilience and capac-ity of local people in terms of reconstruction and economicrecovery exist in parallel to the implementation of recon-struction aid.Cities are dynamic environments and it is essential that wetake into account their complexity. The international hu-manitarian aid community does not have tools which areadapted to urban post-crisis contexts. Better knowledge ofurban contexts and mechanisms is needed and pilot proj-ects need to be carried out. Numerous factors need to betaken into account: population, economic activities, landmanagement, tenure issues, administrative frameworks,planning, urban infrastructure and services, housing con-struction methods, etc. This can be done via shared urbanassessments of the context and the effects of the crisis.
What tools can be used to represent the city, with its con-
stituent factors and fragilities in order to understand urban
dynamics and complexity and to be able to contribute to the
recovery? (Understanding the specific characteristics of
property law, the possibilities of structural urban develop-
ment in the future, identifying partners, inhabitants, victims
or users in order to support consultation, risk prevention
and respect for the environment and resources). How can
the cultural, urban and architectural heritage be recorded
and preserved?

How can we ensure that practices and skills are exchanged
between actors in post-disaster urban contexts?

Should we rebuild what existed before or should we ‘build
back better’? How can the destabilising effects of aid be
avoided (inequality of what is provided in terms of quality
and durability)?

What, where and for whom should we rebuild? Is it a ques-
tion of rebuilding what has been damaged or lost (destroyed
houses, schools etc.), of reducing the difficulties of a tem-
porarily unstable situation (providing aid in camps, supply-
ing light, temporary shelters whether reusable or not), or of
building semi-permanent, permanent, durable, anti-risk
(earthquake, cyclone, flood, etc.) houses or rather of recre-
ating functional neighbourhoods with basic services which
reinforce social relations?

What objectives, methods and means do aid organisations
have to support the reconstruction process and help the af-
fected population to rebuild their society themselves techni-
cally, legally, psychologically, economically, etc.?

Could transitional mechanisms between emergency relief
and development be implemented to respond to the specific
multidimensional and multi-sector needs of urban contexts,
which have often already been weakened before the disas-
ter?

Béatrice Boyer
Architect and Urban Planner, Researcher

Groupe URD
In collaboration with Karine Hettrich - Jacques Letourneur

1ALNAP Lessons, Provention consortium, Responding to urban dis-asters.

The World Bank’s World Development Report of
2009 considers, notwithout reason, that the pursuit
of economic growth is dependent on increased
human and economic density. Urbanisation would
therefore appear to be a driving force of
development.
On the other hand, this heightened concentration
brings with it other factors, such as those which
favour the development of political and social crises.
These concentrated human settlements are too
often established in areas which are unsuitable for
human development or in at-risk areas. The cost of
property causes the city to spread, for example, into
areas liable to Plooding.
In response to this situation, the International
Association of French-speaking Mayors (AIMF)
decided to raise awareness amongst local authority
representatives about anticipating crises in their
management of a territory: support for the creation
of shared governance tools, new services to be
shared between municipal authorities and the
development of a new form of decentralised
cooperation close to the local population.

What is French decentralised cooperation doing in terms of territorial crisis
management?

Pierre BAILLET

Municipalities as direct sources of cooperationCrisis recovery contexts are important issues which arediscussed by states, donors, businesses, NGOs and profes-sionals. And yet, local authorities, who are close to the po-pulation and funding agencies and are better placed toengage in effective prevention and reconstruction policies,are still too often absent from processes in which cities af-fected by hazards are provided with aid. They could playan increasingly important role.First, a number of facts are worth noting.
The city as a source of dynamism and wealthThrough the concentration that they bring, cities have his-torically been sources of success, development andwealth.People are drawn to these environments, the proximity ofdiversity stimulating some and reassuring communities.Their networks make the circulation of people, ideas andenergy easier. A number of favourable and positive factorsare uniquely concentrated in one area, and this is the casein every country. This fantastic dynamism raises the issueof the omnipresent role of state administrations in the ab-sence of other legitimate stakeholders such as local au-thorities.
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The city’s fragile balanceNevertheless, cities are also systems with a complex andfragile balance, where there is always the potential forcrises. Depending on the seriousness of the crisis, this stateof imbalance or unstable balance will be an aggravatingfactor for natural and political risks. The complexity whichlocal authorities already face on a day to day basis meansthat they are apt to tackle crises alongside other players,such as governmental authorities and international bodies.But how can local authorities improve their effectiveness?What means do they have at their disposal?
Due to social, physical and political concentration, cities are
faced with numerous risk factorsOne crisis factor is the combination of poverty and aconcentration of human beings in at-risk areas. Cities at-tract the poor who often settle in areas where no one elsewants to settle. Due to their limited means, local authori-ties are powerless in the face of such situations.Thus, cities develop and grow rapidly in fragile and dan-gerous areas. The city of Nouakchott, for example, only re-cently grew to its present size. When Mauritania becameindependent, it had a population of only several thousand.It now has a population of 1 million. This new town is si-tuated below sea level, like Cotonou, Lomé andmany othercities in the Gulf of Guinea. Goma is located on a volcano.Port-au-Prince is on a fault line. Niamey grew on an area ofthe Niger river bed which is liable to `looding, where noonewanted to build. Then there are themudbrick cities ofthe Sahel which are not resistant to torrential rain, such asOuagadougou, where this happened two years ago. LikeNew Orleans, the delta cities of Ho Chi Minh City andAlexandria are exposed to the risk of `looding.Furthermore, it is clear that, contrary to what happens inrural areas where tradition and collective memory allownatural traps to be avoided, riskmanagement ismore com-plex in urban areas.
What local resilience tools exist to respond to the
risk of crises?In order to deal with a crisis, a city’s authorities need toinspire con`idence in the population and need to have par-ticipatorymanagement tools while the population need tohave appropriated the shared territory. Programmes to re-sist crises can be prepared on the basis of these founda-tions: ownership and strong feelings of belonging,con`idence in elected representatives and developed par-ticipatory governance.Another tool is the local solidarity or territorial solidaritywhich exists as a matter of course. Inter-communal co-operation is an initial and immediate response by munici-pal authorities to future crises. The proximity betweenlocal elected representatives and the population involvedshould not hide the need for an interdependent and ratio-nal approach. When there is potential risk for a territorywhich is bigger than the area of themunicipality, the townsof this broader territory need to pool their resources and

risk/crisis management tools: reach agreement, coordi-nate themselves, establish joint services and initiate spe-ci`ic resources. Crises imply that forward planningprocedures should be conducted as part of decentralisedcooperation.
What decentralized cooperation is currently taking
place?Where is the joint service supported by decentralised co-operation in places like Port-au-Prince, Goma, Mauritaniaor the Gulf of Guinea? While Bangkok is regularly underwater, what are municipal authorities doing to get organi-zed in response to this danger? But inter-communal co-operation is just an empty expression if it reproduces thedefects of central states. Like cities, inter-communal co-operation to counter crises should be the result of local de-mocracy in order to establish dialogue, con`idence andfeelings of belonging. The mayor is responsible for publicorder by the law, but the daily governance of the city needsto be reinforced in these exceptional crisis situations
What are the obstacles to solidarity?The economy in all its dimensions is a crucial factor. Eco-nomic and political competition is rife between city cen-tres and the periphery. This competition is often increasedby inter-communal mechanisms and taxation.The result of subsequent waves of people, the citymust in-vent new rules for living together. Socio-economic issuesand ethnic, economic and religious distinctions split terri-tories into so many distinct communities. The absence ofurban social cohesion reduces the interest citizens have inparticipating in the life of the municipality and thus, re-duces its ability to resist against crises.
What lessons has the AIMF network learned?Dialogue needs to be at the heart of the development ofurban spaces. Urban extensions which take the form oflarge urban development operations, like Ouagadougou2000, are done without consultation. They create bodieswhich are foreign to local cultures and the appropriation ofthese is particularly dif`icult. These new neighbourhoods,which are like cities within cities, are implemented by go-vernments with very few resources and, as a result, whoare unable to develop social projects.Urban players, like the AIMF network, need to revise theircooperation strategy in this period of crises (political, cli-matic, etc.). Mayors have responsibilities and competen-cies to complement those of governmental bodies.Urbanmanagementwill inevitably evolve. To quote Bichat:“Life consists in the sum of the functions bywhich death isresisted”. In order for there to be transformations, therehave to be crises. Within these crises, new factors and dy-namics are produced and become established and net-works are created. Integrating these new processes helpsrisk management to evolve.
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The state and regions need to allow the local level toemerge. This will make the management of crises easier.Recognised as an operator by French-speaking communi-ties and the European Union, the AIMFwill continue to fe-derate, if donors decide to support the functioning of thepermanent structures of an umbrella organization likeours. At the end of October, it will be in Erevan, a town po-tentially in crisis, to tackle the issue of governance throughthe alignment of territories via examples such as that ofMetro, Grenoble city agglomeration community, exposedto two technological risks (dam failure and industrial risk)and three natural risks (earthquakes, ground movementand `looding).
Pierre Baillet

Permanent Secretary of the Association Internationale
des Maires Francophones, AIMF

www.aimf.asso.fr

Tools to implement to make the city more resistant
to shocksOrganization based on the participation of citizengroups and civil society needs to be put in place and localalliances need to be built. This is the basis of participatorygovernance.It is essential to invest in infrastructure which reducesrisk, such as sewage networks to avoid `looding and toadapt to climate change.It is fundamental to raise awareness of and respect riskreduction norms in terms of construction and urban plan-ning. This is one of the issues which AIMF `ights for. Theinitiative of the Bureau de normalisation du Québec inHaiti to make norms more accessible, was an interestingexample. The security of all schools and all health esta-blishments needs to be evaluated and, if necessary, impro-ved.In order for the development of a territory to be fair, itis important to `ind risk-free land for citizens with low in-comes. This should be done in a waywhich preserves eco-systems and natural buffer zones which reduce `looding,while evaluating levels of risk as the basis for the planningof urban development and decision-making in this domain,thanks to decentralized cooperation partnerships.Finally, it is necessary to ensure that teaching and trai-ning programmes on disaster risk reduction are in placein schools and local communities. This should be part of acity-school partnership, which we support generally, inorder to involve the cities in the running of schools.We are a long way from the implementation of a system ofthis kind. Themeeting organized during the Sumatra Sum-mit, from 10 to 12 March 2005, following the Tsunami,showed that operations were only marginally concernedwith concrete proposals in terms of reconstruction and go-vernance of the crisis. Technical operational structuresonly represented 20% of communications. There was nogenuine innovation and almost no signi`icant feedback.The scalewas not `ixed at the level ofmunicipal authoritiesor at the level of their local groupings. In this regard, theideawhichwas presented of “reducing networks” with thegoal of increasing the effectiveness of operations is veryrelative. Though operators who are in close contact withlocal people have no problem accepting this practical de-mand, it would seem that this is much less the case at amore global level of responsibility, territorially speaking.In this respect, regional power tends to be conducted likestates, ignoring the capacity for reaction, in`luence andmobilisation of participatory local democracy andmayors.We believe that it is simply a question of relevance: muni-cipal action itself depends on analysis of the population,means of communication and local social structures, whe-reas, unfortunately, the effectiveness of regional mecha-nisms does not depend a great deal on municipal action.

*

*

*

*

*

The “Association Internationale des Maires Francophones”
represents decentralised cooperation from French-speaking
countries. It is a network of French-speaking local govern-
ment representatives from 48 countries, united in solidarity.

The AIMF supports local authorities in decentralisation pro-
cesses and implementing urban development policies with
the aim of achieving the Millenium Development Goals.

Through training, meetings and seminars, it provides op-
portunities for exchange, reMlection and dialogue concerning
territorial management. It thus favours capacity building,
knowledge transfer and the recognition of expertise from
French-speaking countries on the international stage.

In addition to this support, it also funds concrete projects
run by local authorities which directly beneMit communities.
Since its creation, the AIMF has supported more than 800
projects in the Mields of water and sanitation, sustainable de-
velopment, economic development, health, education, heri-
tage preservation and the modernization and training of
municipal services.
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Demographic and economic upheaval in the urban
centres of developing countries in particular is
bringing new dynamics to traditional relief and
post-emergency action in response to major
disasters.
Decentralisation is leading to a new form of
territorial governance in the world. This has
consequences for prevention and reconstruction
following a disaster.
In addition, the cooperation which has been
developing between local authorities from all over
the world in the last thirty years has led to the
development of a new form of emergency and
rehabilitation aid.

The challenges of reconstruction from the point of view of local authorities

Bertrand GALLET

Cités unies France is a group of committed local authoritiesinvolved in numerous global networks.Cités Unies France has been setting up ‘Solidarity funds’following disasters, whether natural disasters or linked tocon`licts, at the request of its members, for more than tenyears now. These funds are managed by the donor autho-rities.For example: Hurricane Mitch, in Nicaragua in 1998, theearthquakes of Boumerdes and El Hoceima, the bombingsof Gaza and Lebanon ; and more recently, the tsunami inIndonesia, drought in Niger, the earthquake in Haiti andthe disasters in Japan. In all these cases fundswere createdand Cités Unies France was able to fund or co-fund opera-tions due to the strongmobilization of its members. Gene-rally speaking, these local authorities contribute both tothe funds of Cités Unies France and to those of humanita-rian NGOs.These Solidarity funds are based on the idea that the legi-timacy and effectiveness of local authorities need to be res-tored by ensuring that they are able to ful`il their publicservice role. This takes the form of reconstruction, trainingand the supply of equipment.Emergency and post-emergency action traditionally tookplace in rural environments but the contexts of major di-sasters have now changed. The fact that the demographicand economic centre of gravity has shifted from rural tourban contexts has led to increased construction of poorly-built and illegal housing where hundreds of people arecrowded together in very dif`icult conditions. This in-creases the vulnerability of these people to major crisesand the number of victims when crises take place.The local authorities of places where major disasters takeplace have a central role to play as it is the responsibility ofthe mayor and elected representatives in general to dealwith the consequences. They are the `irst to take action

when a crisis takes place due to their presence in the ter-ritory and their knowledge of the city and the urban envi-ronment. The legitimacy which comes with the role of alocal elected representative gives mayors the competen-cies needed to deal with structural needs, urban manage-ment and the coordination of all the actors who arecarrying out operations over the territory. It is also the res-ponsibility of local authorities to respond to technicalneeds such as urban planning and development using across-sector approach in response to multi-sector needsin terms of social or economic issues, management, engi-neering or networks.At Cités Unies France, we are convinced of the central rolethat local authorities should play in disaster contexts, whe-ther this concerns prevention or reconstruction. We alsofeel that solidarity between the local authorities of theworld can play a major role.This is whywe are in the process of carrying out a study toanalysewhat exists and consideringways of improving theimpact of French local authorities in terms of preventionand resilience.We are planning to create a pilot approach to these ques-tions by making support for reconstruction an importantactivity linked to decentralized cooperation.
Bertrand Gallet

Director

www.cites-unies-france.org

Cités Unies France is an association of French local au-
thorities involved in international action. For over
thirty-Mive years, it has supported decentralized coope-
ration. Its activities include leading country-groups and
thematic groups, organizing decentralized cooperation
events and giving advice.
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Responding to crises in cities by strengthening local governance and capacity

Point of view Pierre SCHAPIRA

Urbanization is everywhere and is accelerating over a large part of the planet. In recent decades, an increasing num-
ber of people have moved to cities. Global demographic growth and the globalization of the economy have contributed
greatly to these trends. Within a very short space of time, by around 2030, almost 60% of the world’s population will
live in cities in developing countries. This urban pressure brings numerous challenges, some of which are new and
many of which are complex. All these challenges call for local governance and capacity to be strengthened.Urban expansion and uncontrolled urbanization have revealed how fragile cities are, particularly in situationswhere there have been repeated crises. For several years now, these phenomena have brought a large number ofchallenges, some of them well known: housing, transport, the fight against pollution, economic and social cohe-sion, the place of different generations in the city, urban renewal, poverty, biodiversity…Over and above these challenges, which are both global and structural, cities can be confronted with various risksand can find themselves faced with different types of crises. Recent events have shown the nature of some of theserisks, which are emerging all over the planet.The economic and financial crisis of 2007 affected numerous cities all over the world. It was responsible for a citylike Detroit going bankrupt and being deserted so that it resembled a ghost town. More recently, events in IvoryCoast reminded us that cities can be affected by serious political crises, as was the case in Abidjan. And the earth-quakes in Haiti and Japan once again highlighted the fragility of urban areas to natural disasters.Though every city must confront these same challenges today, they do not all have the same administrative, stateand financial resources at their disposal. Cities in developing countries do not always have the resources or skillsto provide public services, particularly in post-disaster or post-conflict contexts. Crises often reveal the fragility oftheir administrations and their local governance.What can cities do to deal with these challenges?
Emergency programmes carried out with specialist NGOsIn extreme emergency and natural disaster contexts, city authorities can provide assistance by allocating funds tospecialist NGOswhowork directly in the field. Emergency operations are not a core competence of city authorities.They can nevertheless assist NGOs who operate in urban environments by sharing with them their expert knowl-edge of local realities. This principle was at the heart of the emergency programmes supported by the City of Parisduring cyclone Nargis in Myanmar, the floods in Ouagadougou and the earthquakes in Haiti.
Cooperation with partner cities and local civil societyCooperation between cities from the global North and the global South is a viable and appropriateway of addressingthe challenges facing cities in developing countries. It allows experiences to be shared between municipal author-ities who are sometimes confronted with the same difficulties. In order to be fruitful, cooperation should be basedon a certain number of principles which should be at the heart of aid operations.
Links with partner local authoritiesOperations should always include solid partnerships with local authorities and civil society. These partnerships inthe field ensure that projects will be effective and sustainable. The City of Paris has made this a central principle ofits operations. The NGOs who receive funding are therefore always encouraged to work in collaboration with thelocal community where they conduct operations.We demand that all local actors work closely together in the field,and in particular that they work with the local authorities.
Respect for national policiesOperations should also always comply with the national policies in place. This is a fundamental principle whichdetermines the legitimacy of operations. At the City of Paris we apply it to all our programmes, whether they con-cern water or the fight against AIDS.
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Supporting local governance bodies and reinforcing local capacityReinforcing local capacity allows municipal authorities to have sufficiently trained administrations, thus makingthem more capable of managing crisis situations. In Haiti, for example, and particularly in Port-au-Prince, the factthat the local administration was not sufficiently prepared and lacked human and financial resources contributedto making the beginning of the reconstruction phase extremely difficult.Reinforcing local governance and capacity is a viable response to the crises taking place in cities all over the world.It allows crises to be both anticipated and managed more effectively. This is more appropriate than ever at a timewhenmost developing countries are engaged in a process of decentralization. This process helps to deal with crisesin a concreteway by giving newly formedmunicipal authorities resources and competencies to provide public serv-ices in areas as important as water and sanitation and health.Supporting the decentralization process and reinforcing governance and local capacity is the essence of regional co-operation. It is also a way for cities to deal with the crises they face.
Pierre Schapira,

Deputy Mayor of Paris in charge of International Relations, European Affairs and the French-speaking world

Managing crises in urban areas: food and nutritional security and
urban-rural links

Crises and vulnerabilities

For more than 10 years, the FAO has been working
on urban issues and urban-rural links via themulti-
disciplinary project, ‘Food for the Cities’. Crises have
an impact on the food and nutritional security of
urban populations, and it is essential to reinforce
the resilience of cities in relation to crises, whether
these are linked to natural disasters, armed conPlicts
or economic crises. What role does and can the FAO
play in this regard? How can emergency response
and rehabilitation be coordinated to re-establish
and reinforce the livelihoods of urban communities?
And lastly, why are inter-sector collaboration and
urban-rural links so important?

Florence EGAL These arrivals increase the pressure on the local economyand infrastructures: they therefore affect the whole urbanpopulation. This situation is particularly critical in shantytownswhere the precarious housing, the health conditionsand the limited access to food and social servicesmake hu-manitarian operations and aid for victims all themore dif-`icult. The challenge of operations in crisis-affected cities isto provide households with sustainable livelihoods, bothin terms of food and nutritional security and the sustaina-ble management of natural resources.The consequences of these crises, such as natural disas-ters, which are often recurring and predictable, are them-selves the consequence of inappropriate or non-existenturban and rural development policies. Tomeet these chal-lenges, the FAO provides support to promote a local andintegrated resilient food systems approach. In particular,it contributes to the development of urban and peri-urbanagriculture, which can provide families with better foodsecurity as well as a source of income.
Examples of FAO activities in this areaTo improve the livelihoods of the most vulnerable house-holds (displaced households and host families), FAO’s re-lief projects in urban and peri-urban areas aim to increasethe availability and diversity of food. One of themost com-mon ways has been to allow families to produce part oftheir food intake, creating new sources of revenue throughthe sale of surplus produce, and helping them to savemoney in terms of food bought. Activities to promoteurban and peri-urban agriculture increase the resilience

Some may be surprised that the FAO is involved in mana-ging crises in urban areas: public policy often forgets thaturban communities need to feed themselves, that crises donot only affect housing and that rural communities `lee tocities when rural areas are affected. FAO has been concer-ned with the impact of urbanization on food security andits relation to agricultural development since the end ofthe 1980s. Themulti-disciplinary project “Food for the Ci-ties”1 involves experts from several disciplines in connec-tion with urban and peri-urban issues.Cities can be directly or indirectly affected by a variety ofcrises: natural disasters, armed con`licts or economiccrises (such as the volatility of agricultural prices and theirincrease). Crises often lead to the displacement of com-munities `leeing poverty and insecurity, and cities are oftennot in a position to cope with a massive in`lux of impove-rished displaced people who are not familiar with the city.
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of households who depend less on the market and canspend less on food, leaving more to cover health and edu-cation expenses. Their diet is diversi`ied thanks to the in-tegration of foodstuffs that are rich in micro-nutrients(fruit and vegetables, eggs, dairy products, `ish, etc.).The FAO and its partners provide support to householdsaffected by crises by providing themwith the training andinputs necessary for market gardening. This food-produ-cing cultivation, which has the advantage of only needinga limited area and short vegetative cycles to give quick re-sults 2, complements emergency food distribution activi-ties and makes it possible to establish a sustainableresponse. The development of small livestock farming,which has the advantage of only needing a small amount ofwater, or small-scale `ish farming, is also encouraged. Inaddition, the FAO helps the creation of associations for sel-ling produce, small-scale processing and tool-making.These associations encourage economic reintegration, thediversi`ication of sources of revenue and the creation ofsocial ties. The FAO also runs nutritional and health edu-cation activities for mothers and children, for example,through the creation of school gardens and supporting nu-tritional rehabilitation centres.Women, who play a central role in feeding households, butwho are also often those who are the most affected bycrises, are the main bene`iciaries of these operations. Theprojects also support young children and orphans in urbanareas who are affected by malnutrition, as well as margi-nalized people, ethnic minorities and people withHIV/AIDS.

The Gaza Strip is one of the most densely-populatedplaces in the world (4073 inhabitants per square kilo-metre). Traditionally, food came from livestock farming,`ishing, orchards and horticulture. In a crisis contextwith very reduced access to land, and very little accessto the sea to `ish, local production has fallen drasticallyand households are in an increasingly precarious situa-tion in terms of food. Due to increased poverty and therise in food prices, more than 60% of households inGaza are food insecure, and female-headed householdsare the most vulnerable.In collaboration with the WFP, UNRWA, CARE and theMinistry of Agriculture, the FAO launched a project4 in2010-2011 to encourage the diversi`ication of foodconsumed by urban and peri-urban households, basedon the synergy between small scale horticulture andaquaculture. Aquaculture ponds, which can contain upto 60 tilapias, are installed on roofs, adjacent to or-chards or plots where fruit and vegetables are beinggrown. Thewater from the aquaculture ponds, which isnaturally rich in nutrients, is `iltered and then used tofertilise the market garden and horticultural produce.These activities contribute to improving local diet andgenerate income. At the local level, local NGOs, coope-r a t i v e s ,farmers’assoc ia-tions andwomen’sassocia-tions areinvolvedin run-ning theproject.Monrovia, Liberia.In Liberia, the 14 years of civil war destroyed the eco-nomy and the lives of hundreds of thousands of people,many of whom emigrated to Monrovia to `ind securityand food. The arrival of these displaced people in hostfamilies or in camps in peri-urban areas has been verydemanding on the available food and social services,leading tomalnutrition, poverty and unemployment formany households.The FAO launched a project 3 to provide emergency aidin the agriculturalsector to reducemalnutrition, in par-ticular amongst chil-dren, to helpdisplaced familiesgenerate income,and to diversify hou-sehold diet. Thisproject involved re-vivingmarket garde-ning production onunused land. 2500displaced families were able to improve their diet andtheir income through the cultivation of rice and the sel-ling of rice seeds.

Djibouti City, Djibouti – Rehabilitating the liveli-
hoods of migrant pastoralists.Despite four years of economic growth, Djibouti is fa-cing a food and nutrition crisis due to drought. Abouttwo-thirds of the 720 000 inhabitants live in the capi-tal, and the arrival of new refugees, asylum-seekers andmigrants further threatens living conditions and em-ployment opportunities. The sharp increase in food andenergy prices since 2007 has worsened the already cri-tical situation. FAO projects aim to prevent further dis-placements from rural areas affected by scant rainfalland to support pastoralists resettled in the poor su-burbs by helping to improve water management, homegardening, and fruit (mangos, dates and guava) and fod-der production in the surrounding areas of the capitalcity. These projects improve diet and income and pro-vide alternatives for the integration of the nomads inurban areas.

©FAO

©FAO Gaza city. The bene`iciary of an FAOproject takes a `ish out of the aquaculturepond installed on his roof.
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Food security, a crucial issueUrban communities depend on the market (markets, re-tailers, supermarkets, fast food outlets, street vendors,etc.) for their food. These supply and distribution chainsare affected when a crisis occurs. This is true also for ac-cess towater and fuel which is crucial to the preparation ofmeals. The whole food system is therefore weakened.Manymigrants are taken in by families who have great dif-`iculty feeding them and preserving their own food secu-rity. People ‘tighten their belts’, giving priority tohigh-calorie staple foods and sacri`icing foods which arerich in micro-nutrients (meat, dairy products, `ish, fruitand vegetables). The de`iciencies which result have conse-quences for the nutritional status of individuals, whichcompromise the country’s socio-economic development.It is often said that the nutritional situation in cities is bet-ter than in rural areas. But existing statistics do not showthe differences between capital cities and secondary townsor the disparities which exist within individual cities. Oncesocial and economic inequalities have been taken into ac-count, there are comparable levels of chronicmalnutritionin urban and rural environments (Kennedy et al., 2006)5. Interms of acute malnutrition, cities are not better off thanthe countryside. The situation is even worse if we look atshanty towns. In these environments, in addition to foodinsecurity, high population density added to often catas-trophic sanitary conditions and limited access to basic ser-vices, contribute to the rapid deterioration of people’shealth.Emergency programmes are generally short and aim to getthrough a crisis by concentrating on emergency food, shel-ter and healthcare needs. It is not their intention to put inplace long term strategies in relation to food and nutritio-nal security and sustainable livelihoods. InternationalNGOs and humanitarian aid are only present temporarily,but they can create the conditions for longer term re`lec-tion to begin. The humanitarian response should be theentry point and should be followed up by post-crisis terri-torial development policies. To do this, it should respectdifferent principles: building on what already exists,“doing no harm” and promoting integrated responses.All actors should think together about the best way to in-tegrate humanitarian action, regional cooperation andma-nagement of the environment.
An emerging topicIt is important that programmes are implemented to ac-company the integration ofmarginalised people, migrantsand displaced people in urban environments. These shouldallow them to bene`it from all their rights, such as the rightto food. It is also important that these people are integra-ted into urban society and bene`it from social peace. It isnecessary that new arrivals are able to bene`it from eco-nomic development to the same extent as long-term resi-

dents. The challenge is to ensure that these people cancontribute to the economic development of cities withoutcreating con`licts of interest. With this goal inmind, urbanand peri-urban agriculture and the informal food sector ingeneral provide an alternative for the integration of dis-placed persons who have newly arrived in the city. In thecase of recent rural migrants, it is a golden opportunity(and sometimes the only opportunity) to put their agri-cultural know-how to use.
Response and rehabilitationIn a crisis situation, it is urgent to protect and re-establishthe food supply, and therefore distribution chains, in part-nership with local actors and reinforcing synergies bet-ween cities and the countryside. Local production andprocessing are often the most logical approach to ensureaccess tomicro-nutrients, whichmost often come frompe-rishable foods. It is important to guarantee access toenergy and water, which are indispensable to the prepa-ration of food.In order to ensure that food is correctly used and in`luencedemand, and therefore production, nutritional educationand communication are crucial and should accompany anyproduction activities. This requires direct contact with thecommunity. Schools and local institutions therefore play acrucial role in this respect.Of course, it is essential to target themost vulnerable hou-seholds as a priority and to reinforce their livelihoods, butalso to ensure that the impact of the activities carried outis monitored and evaluated. This allows decisions and ad-vocacy to be informed, projects to be re-orientated andgood practices to be disseminatedmore easily. It is impor-tant to check that all projects respect the principle of doingno harm, that is to say, that projects have not had any ne-gative effects on the local population or, in the case ofcon`lict, that they have not accentuated any associated ten-sions.
Reinforcing resilienceReinforcing the resilience of cities involves two key no-tions: bettermanagement of natural resources through, forexample, the planning of multi-use peri and inter-urbangreen areas, and the rationalisation of food systems.At the local level, natural resources can bemanaged betterthanks to urban planning which also includes urban fo-restry and the securing of at-risk areas. Preserving water-sheds upstream as well as green belts on the outskirts ofcities can also contribute to better management of re-sources.The rationalization of food systems involves the shorte-ning of food chains to limit their vulnerability and promotethe use of local foods.We must stop opposing urban and rural development. Onthe contrary, we must encourage rural-urban “co-deve-lopment” if wewant to be able to respond to the challengesthat increasing urbanization poses for the food security,
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nutrition and livelihoods of the 70%of the populationwhowill live in an urban environment in 2050 (United Nationsforecast).
Collaboration and coordination of activitiesIt is essential to reinforce the capacity of local institutionsand to support vulnerable communities, and it is very im-portant that a cross-sector approach is used. Collaborationshould take place on two levels. First, it is indispensablethat professionals from the different sectors involved incrisis management, nutrition and food security work to-gether. In particular, this concerns managers and opera-tors from the agriculture, urban development,humanitarian and development sectors. Secondly, projectsshould be planned, implemented and coordinated togetherwith the local institutions – national and regional authori-ties. If necessary, humanitarian operations should also becoordinated with rural operations.To prepare the post-crisis phase aswell as possible and en-sure the transition between relief and development, insti-tutional bodies and NGOs should encourage food andnutritional security to be taken into account in urban plan-ning. The involvement of the regional authorities is essen-tial as they have a key role to play in taking food securityand nutrition into account, aswell as in the constraints andcon`licts over access to natural resources, such as land,water and forests. Mayors are also the best placed to iden-tify economic opportunities and establish links betweenurban and rural areas in terms of migration and the ex-change of goods and agricultural and food products. Mu-nicipal authorities and local associations therefore have animportant role to play to manage the complexity of ex-changes and resources: they need to be involved at all de-cision-making levels.Awork groupwas set upwithin the Inter-Agency StandingCommittee (IASC) to respond to humanitarian challengesin urban areas. It includes different United Nations agen-cies, including the FAO, and NGOs and it has developed ashared strategy. The FAO and the WFP are going to worktogether towards achieving the objective of improving thefood security, nutrition and livelihoods of urban commu-nities 6. Workingwith different NGOs, the two agencies arepreparing a proposal for joint action and partnership todevelop a shared strategy of action.To conclude, humanitarian responses in crisis-affected ci-ties should be seen as a crucial opportunity to revise urbanpolicies as part of a territorial approach. They should buildon existing experience and networks, and should makesure they Do No Harm to the actors and institutions di-rectly concerned in the short, mid and long term. From thebeginning, they should catalyse an integrated multi-disci-plinary response to the needs of local communities andinstitutions.Urban planning has too often neglected food and nutritio-nal security and the management of natural resources in

cities and the surrounding territory. In the context of in-creased and often uncontrolled urbanisation and climatechange, humanitarian crises in cities remind us that tradi-tional responses are insuf`icient and that there is an ur-gent need to manage the economic, social andenvironmental problems of the territories concerned si-multaneously in order to respond to people’s needs.
Florence Egal

Food security, nutrition and livelihoods expert
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

www.fao.org/index_en.htm

1See http://www.fao.org/fcit/fcit-home/en/2See ftp://ftp.fao.org/docrep/fao/011/ak003f/ak003f12.pdf3For more information:ftp://ftp.fao.org/docrep/fao/011/ak003f/ak003f12.pdf4 For more information: http://www.fao.org/emergencies/coun-try_information/list/middleeast/westbankandgazastrip/en/5 Kennedy, G, G Nantel, I D Brouwer and F J Kok (2006), “Does livingin an urban environment confer advantages for childhood nutri-tional status? Analysis of disparities in nutritional status by wealthand residence in Angola, Central African Republic and Senegal”, Pub-lic Health Nutrition Vol 9, No 2, pages 187–193.6http://www.fao.org/fileadmin/templates/FCIT/PDF/IASC_Urban_Humanitarian_Strategy.pdf
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Cities and global risks

The events of Port-au-Prince, Benghazi, Abidjan and
Fukushima remind us that the history of cities, wars
and natural disasters have been intimately linked
since the dawn of civilisation. As centres of power
and wealth, cities have always been a major driving
force of progress: Babylone, Carthage, Rome,
Florence… Paris, Vienna, New-York, Shanghai, Port-
au-Prince…Two characteristics or urban dynamics –
increased population density and the accumulation
of wealth and power – have always created or
reinforced both natural and political risk factors.
The collective memory of humanity is full of images
of devastated cities and modiPied socio-political
systems followingmajor destruction in cities: one of
the clearest illustrations of this is the history of the
Mediterranean, and particularly that of Lebanon.
With the growing urbanization of the planet and the
growing number of megacities, the human
population is increasingly concentrated in and
around cities. There is therefore an urgent need to
take a closer look at these “fragile cities”, where
more than 50% of the earth’s population already
lives.

François GRUNEWALD though cities provide numerous economic and social op-portunities, they have always been the source of major so-cial upheavals, epidemics and technological disasters.
Urban violence : an increasingly worrying pheno-
menonCities are also increasingly places where new forms of po-litical, economic, community or religious violence are ex-pressed: Ciudad Juarez in Mexico and numerous cities inSouth America have urban areas where relations and go-vernance are imbued with violence. This violence can belinked either to the development of illegal economies(drugs, prostitution, traf`icking and weak state and muni-cipal tax collection systems), or to the simple functioningof a predatory economy (banditry).Crime: Numerous capital cities of southern and transitioncountries have become very unsafe : Nairobi, Dakar,Luanda and Lagos are urban contexts where attacks, theft,burglaries and even hostage-taking are common riskswhich inhabitants integrate into their day-to-day lives.This has created an extremely pro`itable market for pri-vate security companies, who provide security guards andvideo-surveillance systems. Themore urban developmentleads to a juxtaposition of very different socio-economiclevels and major inequality between the rich and poorparts of the city, the tenser this situation will become.Gang war: In its most extreme form, the management ofthese situations can sometimes be very similar to a civilwar, particularly when the gangs have taken a structuralrole in the « urban » society and that they control instru-ments of organised violence (structured militia to main-tain order, intelligence systems and corruption). Thesecases often call for the involvement of army special forces,as was the case in Rio de Janeiro in Brazil. In certain areas,these gangs go one step further, and provide social servicessuch as health and education. Through these activities (ei-ther by investing directly in the life of the neighbourhood,or by acting as gatekeepers), these groups can even at-tempt to acquire a state-like status and transform theirmi-litias into legitimate instruments of violence.Political and social violence: Cities are also contexts wherethere can be explosions of political and inter-communityviolence. Major mass movements, revolutions and newforms of terrorism are increasingly urban, such as in Kabuland Baghdad. On the one hand, there are many situations,including recently with the Arab Spring, in which large-scale popular demonstrations are violently suppressed(Myanmar, Iran, Syria, Bahrain, and Yemen) but sometimesend up toppling the regimes. In other cases, violence is ins-trumentalised by “dark forces”. The “Chimères” in Haitiwere political movements activated by certain sections ofthe Haitian political class who used local forms of expres-

The co-existence of rapid urbanisation dynamics
and natural risk factors: a determining factor of vul-
nerabilityIn certain contexts there is heightened vulnerability dueto the multiplication of risk factors:Urban development in coastal areas and in deltas is asource of major risks. Whether in Africa, Asia, Europe, is-land systems or the Americas, increased urban density incoastal areas seriously increases the impact of rapid onsetdisasters (cyclones, tsunami) as well as sensitivity to ri-sing sea levels.The location of certain cities in arid zones or the very rapidincrease in urban concentration in regions with perma-nent water shortages are increasingly common pheno-mena with the decline in living and security conditions inor around numerous desert zones. These dynamics contri-bute to exacerbating the pressure on water resources andto the increase in health risks linked to serious problems ofwater quality.The location of major conurbations in zones where tecto-nic risks are high, in both developed and developing coun-tries, is also highly dangerous. This danger can only bereduced by establishing and imposing earthquake resis-tant standards in construction and by incorporating riskmanagementmeasureswithin territorial development po-licies.Urbanisationwhich increases technological, health and se-curity risks. The concentration of people, and the `low ofgoods and people are part of the very essence of a city. But,



sion of discontent. The fact that they were based in the in-formal urbanization zones of the capital (Cité Soleil, Mar-tissant, Fontamara) gave themmajor political weight.War in citiesThough con`licts during the decolonization and Cold Warperiodswere often based on rural dynamics, the end of theColdWar hasmeant that wars in cities are once again cen-tral to “global risks”. Major destruction by bombing is nolonger common, but shelling by artillary forces remainsfrequent, as we have seen in Libya. Unfortunately, so-called“asymmetrical” forms of war, which are becoming part ofcontemporary con`licts such as urban guerrillas and bom-bings against representatives of those in power, thosewhosupport them or the population, are becoming amore andmore common method of conducting hostilities. In reac-tion to these trends, the armies of the countries involved orexternal armed forces engage in “counter-insurrectionary”actionwhich leads to a vicious circle of reprisals and coun-ter-reprisals which claim the lives of more and more civi-lians. In an over-mediatised world in which new

communication technology leads to the very rapid disse-mination of information and propaganda, the deteriora-tion of these situations make wars in cities a major risk.Cities in aworld of global risks: dangers and opportunitiesCountries’ level of development, the ability of states to im-pose democratic urban governance and the implementa-tion of risk management strategies (including economic,social and industrial risks) are among the critical factors ofgrowing urban vulnerability. The ability of these states tofacilitate or obstruct the establishment of territorial socialcontracts is part of a complex dialectic between dangersand opportunities. Let us make no mistake about it - thisphenomenon is global, as are the risks which comewith it.
François Grünewald

Groupe URD Executive Director

www.urd.org
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Towards the sustainable development of urban areas affected by disasters

Natural disasters have recently had devastating ef-
fects on cities and urbanised areas like NewOrleans,
Haiti and even the Vendée region in France. These
human tragedies have also highlighted the economic
aspects of territorial development. Disasters should
be seen as an opportunity and it is the responsibi-
lity of the local authorities that this is the case. Ho-
wever, they need to be helped to see issues of
territorial development in a broader and more sus-
tainable light. Though cities become more complex
as they become bigger, if they arewell planned, they
can bemade safer and, in the long term, less expen-
sive tomaintain. The principles of sustainable deve-
lopment can reduce the main vulnerability of all
territories: decisionsmade by the public authorities.

Emmanuel Hubert

An unacceptable tollIn recent decades, natural disasters have devastated seve-ral cities and urbanised areas: two of the most recentevents which received a great deal ofmedia attentionwerehurricane Katrina in New Orleans in 2005 and the earth-quake in Port-au-Prince and Haiti in 2010. Even thoughthese disasters usually involve developing countries, it isclear that this is not always the case. Neither has Francebeen spared, with the cruel example of the windstorm,Xynthia, in 2010.There is one major difference though: the number of vic-tims. Whereas the number of deaths in modern countriesranges from less than a hundred to several hundred, in de-veloping countries the human cost is on a different scale,with tens of thousands of deaths.

There are two constants, nomatter what the level of deve-lopment of the country: `irstly, each disaster is more andmore expensive, and secondly, urbanized areas have notbeen designed to optimize the chances of survival of theirinhabitants, although Japan would appear to be an excep-tion in terms of earthquakes in large cities.We need to learn from the distant and recent past andadapt our territories to their strengths and weaknesses.The idea that the (human) toll will be as high next time isnot acceptable.
Disasters: an opportunityA disaster needs to be seen as an opportunity, a newchance that has been given, with the hope that it will bethe last disaster which is so deadly. If necessary, the au-thorities of countries where disasters take place need tobe provided with support from bodies able to help themrethink their territories. They need to be rethought withareas speci`ically developed in response to the risk thatexists, and, if this is not economically or technically concei-vable, ‘sanctuary’ zones should be created where there isno high-risk urbanization, for example, on the banks of ri-vers. This is particularly relevant for cities like Lomé inTogo, where, due to the absence of a clear land registry andthe existence of informal land ownership customs, peoplein precarious situations can ‘informally’ establish neigh-bourhoods with unsuitable urban development, in lowerareas of the city, andwhere, at themerest rise in thewaterlevel or the water table, the river will sweep everythingaway. Every year (or almost), rising water levels claimmore and more lives.As for earthquakes, earthquake-resistant norms should be
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extended. There was a glaring difference between theconsequences of the earthquake in Haiti and the one inChile a few weeks later.These policies, which make it possible to rationaliseconstructions in relation to risks, are effective and are to bewelcomed, but they are only one stage in the process of se-curing the city. It is also necessary to help the authoritiesorganise themselves so that they are able to manage theterritory during the crisis in order to avoid events such asthe pillaging which took place in Chile in 2010 after theearthquake. Risk management requires an overall view ofthe situation and its complexity. A new profession is born,that of Risk Managers.
What we can learn from Sun Tzu“If you know the enemy and know yourself you need notfear the result of a hundred battles”. These are the wordsof Sun Tzu from his work “The Art of War”, written 2500years ago…They have great power and relevancewhen ap-plied to urban development.The concept of vulnerability is a modern and geo-strate-gic adaptation of issues linked to natural disasters in ur-banized areas. In addition to good understanding of our‘potential enemies’, and scienti`ic knowledge of pheno-mena which improves each day, we also need to work onour own weaknesses and on the vulnerabilities of the ur-banization which we ‘want to implement’ in our cities.
Vulnerability: a pillar of resilienceThe re-organisation of a territory should be done with re-ference to the 3 dimensions of vulnerability which a terri-tory can have : macroscopic vulnerabilities linked to« large scale » events (the agglomeration, for example) ;microscopic vulnerabilities, which can be observed at thelevel of individuals, land registry plots, secondary collap-sing, etc., which make the human toll worse; and `inally,the third level of vulnerability, which is that of decisionsmade to reduce macro and microscopic vulnerabilities.In short, if we consider the idea of ‘fate’ – the subject of afamous epistolary disagreement between Voltaire andRousseau in the 18th century and the basis of the realiza-tion that we can “manage risks” - it is not ‘the river and theunsuitable house too close to the river’ which are the causeof the family’s death. It is the fact that one day an authority,whatever form this took, allowed the family to settle in thisarea in a building whichwas unsuitable for the river bank.
More sustainable organisation of a territoryOnce themain types of vulnerability which exist in a terri-tory and any technical questions related to the existenceof a risk are known or established, the concept of sustai-nable development should be integrated. This will ensurethat there is respect for human life and natural resources,while optimising monetary energy.

In effect, urban development involves considering thequestion of co-existence (present or future) between ahuman activity and a risk (`lood, earthquake, industrial,etc.). For each response or solution considered, the terri-torial decision-maker will need to apply a sustainable de-velopment `ilter through which ecological, social andeconomic aspects are observed in relation to their conse-quences and in order to internalize all their costs.The objective of this method is to be in a position to takethe “least bad decisions” in an informed manner in orderto reinforce the resilience of territories most exposed torisk. Involving the population in discussions and the for-mulation of proposed solutions via participation is an ‘op-tion’ which can reinforce the governance of the territoryand increase the transparency of public decision-making.It is true that levels of democracy can vary a great deal bet-ween countries and that this broader type of governance isnot necessarily seen as a sign of progress everywhere.
LimitsOther than aspects of local democracy and territorial go-vernance which appear to be an obvious limit to the sys-tem, even in so-called democratic countries, there areother limits to our method, though it is all a question ofwill and organization.Another limit is the complexity of the sustainable deve-lopment `ilter and the suf`iciency of the questions askedto internalise all the costs involved (economic, human andenvironmental).Then there is the problem of the analytical framework fora territory. Indeed, there is a great deal of difference bet-ween a small town of several thousand inhabitants and amajor city (or worse, a mega-city) with its tens of thou-sands of buildings, structures and infrastructures. This canrapidly become an unsolvable puzzle. However, supportfrom information technology and work on homogenousunits (types of destinations, constructions, materials, etc.)can simplify thework of those in charge of urban develop-ment.In the end, the main limit is the human factor and the na-tural propensity to choose the easiest route and leaveurban planning “hot potatoes” for future generations andfuture leaders.Natural disasters and their many effects are a major op-portunity, a ‘rare moment’ with the territory in ruins andtherefore conducive to well-thought-out reconstruction.It is all a question of political will, which brings us back tothemain vulnerability of the territory, which is not naturalor industrial but ‘simply’ human! This humanist view ofterritories and disasters does not aim to be perfect. Theaim is not to achieve ‘zero risk’ territories, but territorieswhere the objective risk is such that the poorest peoplehave an extra chance of staying alive.
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Towards ever more complex scenariosJapan is a reference in relation to natural disasters andurban development, particularly regarding earthquakes.The Japanese are exemplary in terms of earthquake resis-tant buildings, organisation and risk culture (for earth-quake risk). However, despite this good practice we havenow seen a new level of disaster which has revealed howlong the road is to a safe territory even for ‘star pupils’ likeJapan.The events of March 2011 showed that ‘zero risk’ is a pipedream and also showed that our organisations have cer-tain limits in terms of being able to cope with a series ofvery serious events. Though they were very effective interms of high magnitude earthquakes, the scenarios hadunderestimated the risk of tsunamis. This tragic event hasopened a new page in our understanding of risks and di-sasters. As a consequence, wewill now have to think aboutour own organisation and our own vulnerabilities in rela-tion to a sequence of large scale events (a succession of di-sasters) which lead to a major industrial disaster - whatwe might call a hybrid disaster…
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Aid and Quality
Kabul / Port-au-Prince, reflections on post crisis aid operations in urban

environments

Having observed humanitarian operations in cities
on the ground in two countries destabilised for
different reasons – war in Afghanistan, an
earthquake in Haiti , it is clear that whatever the
crisis that leads to the intervention of humanitarian
organisations, it is essential to adapt the response
to urban contexts.

Béatrice BOYER

From the anarchy of Afghan cities to the chaos of the urbanconcentration in Haiti, humanitarian actors are still tryingto `ind their bearings in relation to conducting operationsin urban contexts affected by crises or disasters. FromKabul in 2001 to Port-au-Prince in 2011, it has taken tenyears for the international post-emergency aid sector tobegin to take on board the speci`ic nature of operations incities. It has taken a great deal of pugnacity and time onthe part of a number of commentators aware of urban is-sues to alert and convince the humanitarian sector to takeinto account the speci`ic characteristics of the city whichare distinct from the rural contexts with which humanita-rians aremore familiar. Cities are the result ofmultiple fac-tors – economic, social and political – and they are madeup of interdependent systems and networkswhich consti-tute their structure. By developing a better understandingof these structural and economic dimensions and the vul-nerabilities and opportunities which emerge following orbecause of a crisis, aid organizations involved in emer-

gency relief, post-emergency aid and sustainable recoverycan develop speci`ic strategies for urban environments,suitable operational tools and can improve the de`initionof their responsibilities.Cities and crises need to be better understood, in terms oftheir temporary and structural dimensions and the op-portunities that they present.Destruction and destabilisation cause death and injuries,but they also create material dif`iculties in terms of accessto emergency aid. The scale of damage will be proportio-nal to the structural condition of the city (for example, thestate of urbanisation mechanisms, whether or not urbandevelopment is controlled and risk prevention and aware-ness-raising mechanisms). The crisis or disaster may bedue to temporary factors which have a direct impact on in-frastructure or on the buildings which make up the city,but it can also be made worse by structural faults whichare separate from the event. But, the fact that risks and fra-gilities are highlighted can paradoxically be an opportu-nity for improvement with the arrival, en masse, of skillsand resources. How can emergency relief mechanismsboth respond to speci`ic urban needs created by a disas-ter and, at the same time, anticipate responses to accom-pany crisis resolutions in cities?The speci`ic nature of cities was not an issue which eitherhumanitarian actors or the Afghans took into account ten
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years ago: this is why aid in Afghanistan, and particularlyin Kabul, was as chaotic as the context. Looking at certainprogrammes from an urban development point of view canhelp to explainwhy certain programmes did not go beyondthe pilot stage.In Haiti, in Port-au-Prince, immediately after the earth-quake, once people had got over the initial shock, theblocked streets forced the different operators to considerwhat a city is. In connectionwith local representatives, thehumanitarian sector began to give urban problems theconsideration that they deserved, including their interde-pendence, their speci`ic characteristics and the opportu-nity that they might have to evolve.
Whyhas aidmade so little headway in urban Afgha-
nistan in the last ten years?From2005 to 2008, we saw the noman’s land of Afghan ci-ties and their problems, particularly Kabul, which wasmore the result of protean, urbanised growth than a struc-tured and administered large city. For several decades,urban populations moved in all directions, whether oftheir own volition or because they were forced to - out ofthe city, towards the city or within the city – because ofsuccessive con`licts and economic exoduses. This displa-cement took the form of forced evacuation, the movementof refugees towards the cities and people returning to ci-ties because of the insecurity in rural areas. Other displa-cement took place fromneighbourhood to neighbourhood,with the population taken hostage between belligerent fac-tions or `leeing from them. Finally, technical and adminis-trative shortcomings regarding the development of urbanspace and its infrastructure have led to anarchic spatial or-ganization and erratic functioning. This is the situationthat the international community has been confrontedwith in Kabul and practically all the other cities in thecountry. The situation in the cities was so complicated thatno Afghan urban authority or international aid organiza-tionwas able tomake a quantitative estimate of the size ofthe urban population or to describe their needs. Up to 80%of the population and urban territories are considered il-legal or “outside” cities. This urban chaos was caused bythe Afghans themselves and their history. But the responseis the responsibility of aid organizations to understand thecomplexity of these contexts.
Lack of understanding of urban issues by the AfghansThese contexts were strongly affected by con`licts, but notonly. Afghan cities, like the majority of cities in under-de-veloped countries, have suffered the destabilizing effectsof increasedmigration of the population. People have stea-dily settled on every available space within or around thecity, without any forward-planning by the local authorities.The country is not even conscious of the changes whichhave taken place to its urban environments. There is noinstitutional consensus about demographic estimates. Fi-gures vary between two and `ive million inhabitants forthe capital Kabul. They are just as imprecise for the othermajor Afghan cities like Mazar-i-Sharif or Jalalabad. After

decades of war, Afghanistan’s urban/rural balance wasprofoundlymodi`ied. Traditionally and culturally seen as acountrywith large arid expanses, mountains with dif`icultaccess and a few fertile valleys, the country is becomingmore and more urban without the Afghans having takenthe measure of the physical, social, administrative, econo-mic and particularly cultural changes this will involve.
An obsolete administration with a Mixed idea of the city
which does not take into account urban reality.These demographic changes have created paradoxical si-tuations. Kabul, the administrative and political capital,and other Afghan cities, have becomemainly informal or il-legal. Also, the different urban administrations and autho-rities do not feel able to take responsibility for thestructural needs and the basic services of the inhabitantsof these illegal neighbourhoods which simply do not existon urban reference maps. There existence is not recogni-sed by representatives of the local authorities and techni-cal services. The Afghan administration only refers to theMaster Plan, which was drawn up during the 60s and 70sand was a `ive-year strategic plan. Having been program-med almost half a century ago in terms of potential occu-pation zones, these plans were hardly applied at thebeginning due to political upheavals. Everything has chan-ged since then except these references that the authoritiesand urban technical experts are unwilling to let go. Thishas created a huge gap between the reality of the area co-vered by the city and administrative reality. In addition, allthe urban-related tools, maps and competencies whichexist are obsolete despite their original quality. Thus, in2008, as there was no updated database or urban plans, itwas impossible to establish the scale of the problemswhich existed or the basic necessities which had to bemetsuch as access to water, sanitation or collective facilities.Temporary needs caused by the crisis which had broughtthe humanitarian organizations were dif`icult to sort outfrom structural needs caused by decades of technical andadministrative shortcomings.
A poorly understood context, both by the Afghans and by the
humanitarian sectorIt was in these urban contexts, which were already poorlyunderstood locally, that post-emergency international aidwas deployed in Afghanistan from 2001. In 2008, after theimplementation of many aid programmes outside cities,certain international players, like the European Commis-sion Delegation, were still wondering what aid to providein these urban contexts. Faced with the apparent com-plexity of urban contexts, most humanitarians, includingNGOs and donors, chose rather to run programmes or helpthe government provide aid in rural environments, as wasthe case with the National Solidarity Program, one of thebiggest programmes funded by the World Bank and im-plemented by a very large number of NGOs. But the NSP -which involved a lot of projects to create or repair smalllocal infrastructure and a bottom-up approach to promotethe participation of the community in designing the pro-jects themselves – was only able to be implemented in vil-
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lages where the communities were clearly identi`ied. Theidea of adapting it to `ind solutions to needs in cities wasattempted but failed because the situations are so diffe-rent in cities: communities there are not homogenous andtheir representativeness is always open to challenge,which causes great dif`iculties for international aid orga-nizations to identify and analyze needs and the area of ac-tion. Due to the absence of data, location maps, of clearlimits to cities or of a clear will on the part of local repre-sentatives in terms of a strategy for the future evolution ofurban areas, cities did not appear an obvious place for ope-rations. The majority of humanitarian operations there-fore took place in rural areas, leaving only a few isolatedprogrammes to the cities (including several major watersupply programmes) and a lot of questions.
Action that was too isolated and too sector-basedYet, as early as 2005, Kabul had appeared to be a good la-boratory for the humanitarian sector to test operations tohelp cities and communities affected by crisis situations.In Afghanistan, we are talking about a succession of crisesand con`licts which had caused destruction, the displace-ment of inhabitants, economic survival, lack of technicaland administrative responsibilisation, con`licts over pro-perty rights, etc. The few operations which had been car-ried outwere done so on a small scale, in a limitedway andprudently on the part of all the humanitarian actors invol-ved (NGOs and donors) facedwith Afghan representativeswhowere themselves little experienced in urban questionsand not in a very favourable position to orientate aid stra-tegies.Different responses to needs were the object of pro-grammes, but these were too sector-based to representreal tests of operations on the scale required in a city. Thisis the case for the major problem of needs in terms of re-pairing or creating local urban infrastructure (potablewater supply, asphalting roads, lighting, etc.). A few speci-`ic neighbourhood improvement programmes were runbut over areas which were too restricted (as was the caseregarding the support from the EC), or, on the contrary, onthe basis of operations which were too spread out andfragmented geographically over a large number of neigh-bourhoods (KURP Kabul Urban Rehabilitation Program,one of the biggest programmes funded by theWorld Bank).Another example was the creation of autonomous or se-condary water supply networks by different internationalbodies. These projects were carried out in relation withthe Afghan technical administration for water (CAWSS)and were closer to structural operations. But the areas in-volved and the amounts investedwere too small and therewas insuf`icient knowledge about the potential `low ofwater, to respond to needs in cities. Other attempts to res-pond to the needs of inhabitants strategically and sustai-nably also met with dif`iculties, whether these were localor to do with aid mechanisms. The Land Titling and Eco-nomic Restructuring in Afghanistan (LTERA) Programme,throughwhich property rightswere secured to counter theproblems created by illegal and fraudulent occupation,came up against the major obstacle of intervening in the

area of property rights from the outside. UN-Habitat’s CityPro`iling activities, which assessed competencies in termsofmunicipal governance, showed the limits to the Afghansacceptance of having their weaknesses highlighted at dif-ferent levels, including the municipal level.
The problem of the scale of operations and of territorial co-
herence over urban areasThe dif`iculty for humanitarian actors was to `ind them-selves faced with the complexity of the city, where thereare interconnected issues of different types and with dif-ferent and sometimes clashing rhythms, where the localauthorities need to arbitrate, with suitable expert support.But, the authorities in Afghanistan do not have the neces-sary public skills or expertise any more than humanita-rians have urban development skills.Faced with these problems, in 2008 we raised the ques-tion of an urban laboratory for the international post-cri-sis aid community and of aid to help the Afghan urbansector to retrain. We made recommendations along theselines: “Links need to be found between the actions and the
actors of the post-emergency phase for actions to be sustai-
nable : the exchange of skills where these are to be found :
between cities, for example, in terms of urban development,
between urban planners in terms of support for urban engi-
neering… Finally, we suggest that victims, who are also inha-
bitants of the city, should be placed at the centre of the
system of urban administrative responsibilities” (...)
In humanitarian terms, the question is, “How should vulne-
rable people be identiMied, reached and helped sustainably
in urban areas?” In terms of political responsibility and de-
velopment aid, it is “How should urban systems be improved
and basic services be provided to all constituents?” Bringing
the two considerations of “vulnerable people” and “consti-
tuents” closer together should help to provide the beginnings
of a solution and improve the coherence of action in urban
environments to improve the living conditions of inhabi-
tants”1.Ten years later, the earthquake which struck the city ofPort-au-Prince, the capital of Haiti, created a new situationwhich focalised all humanitarian aid, re-creating a labora-tory situation. It seemed interesting to compare the twosituations.

© Groupe URD Kabul : unclear urban limits which createmajor operational dif`iculties.
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Haiti 2010, an earthquake in an urban environment,
a new situation for the aid sectorThe earthquake in Haiti hit mostly urban areas and the cityof Port-au-Prince in particular. Human loss was huge, witharound 250 000 dead, and there was large scale destruc-tion of buildings and infrastructure. Classic aid mecha-nisms proved to be unsuited here as well. The fact that thedisaster affected the economic and political capital forcedinternational actors and their Haitian interlocutors to askthemselves two questions: “How can operational mecha-nisms be adapted to the city?” and, “How can reconstruc-tion aid help to make a city less vulnerable and moreresistant in the future – stronger than before?”
The rubble, which was a direct effect of the earthquake and
caused the city to be completely blocked, was extremely re-
vealing about the speciMic characteristics of urban contexts.Alongside the initial emergency aid programmes run in aclassic way, whether by the inhabitants themselves, civilprotection forces or medical teams, major dif`iculties be-came apparent in terms of access and organisation of aid.These were, of course, the result of the disaster, but theywere also particularly the result of the layout of the city af-fected by the earthquake tremors. Large sections of the citycollapsed, including infrastructure and buildings, whichwere unable to resist the seismic movements. Landslidesled to a chain reaction of demolished houses. As a result,the city was covered by large quantities of rubble whichblocked the roads for rescue missions and held up the re-sumption of activities.Humanitarianswere not prepared for this rubble blockingroads or the practical dif`iculty that it created for the pro-vision of aid. Therewas somuch rubble that before any aidactivity was possible, it was necessary to establish a coor-dinated strategy to clear it, but it took a long time for theinternational organizations and the Haitians to come to anagreement. The rubble blocking the streets, which 18months on has not yet been completely cleared, underli-ned aspects of what makes a city: density, mobility and aneconomy. Characteristics and powerful drivers of theurban phenomenon, these constituent aspects of citieswere highlighted alongside fragilities in Port-au-Prince. Alarge part of the destruction took place in residentialneighbourhoods which are too dense and have no basicservices or facilities, no economic development andwhereno precautions are taken in relation to potential risk. Theinsuf`icient or poorly functioning urban systems (technicalnetworks, roads) only added to the general problems.Thus, together, all the ingredients were present in Port-au-Prince tomake a high-risk, dangerous and particularly un-manageable situation in response to a disaster of this sizeand the other hazards which regularly affect the country(cyclones, tropical rain, unstable slopes, lack of gover-nance, social insecurity and con`licts over property).Whatcould the international aid sector do, split between its dif-ferentmechanisms,mandates and interests, despite the at-tempts by the UN to coordinate it?

Sector-based aid programmes quickly reached their limits
in citiesIn relation to re-housing aid alone, many programmes in-volving prefabricated shelters to replace those destroyed,were not able to be deployed as planned either in terms oftime or space. The production and installation of standar-dised light housing, generally implemented in post-crisissituations in non-urban contexts, were not able to be put inplace in Port-au-Prince. The blockage of housing plots andneighbouring paths and streets due to the accumulation ofrubble and ruins held up all these programmes, forcing hu-manitarian actors to postpone and rethink their approachin relation to a context which continued to evolve. Post-emergency needs changed to reconstruction needs. Theissue of how to clear streets and land to gain access and toinstall these shelters gave the international aid sector anopportunity to think more broadly about how to conductoperations in urban environments.
The city – a complex space to understandThe availability of space and its quali`ication is a centralurban issue. Cities generally do not have a lot of landwhichis free, and this is very much the case in Port-au-Princewhere the state has very little property. Private property isthe rule in Haiti, as `ixed in the Haitian constitution. Follo-wing the earthquake, therewere no free spaces for victimsto go provisionally other than the streets and publicsquares. The few public spaces (sports grounds) or privateland occupied by camps of tents were occupied illegally.The setting up of camps in these spaces poses a problem inthat they have to be returned in the state theywere in pre-viously, even if this was a disastrous state. Another dif`i-culty which is a feature of Port-au-Prince and many otherunderdeveloped cities is the degree of informality. The ori-ginal neighbourhoods of the earthquake victims do notexist or are not recognized administratively by the autho-rities and the urban administration. These neighbou-rhoods are made up of plots with ill-de`ined occupationalstatus, the majority of these being illegal, contested byneighbours and landowners, with or without propertydeeds and are generally very dense. In view of the rubble,the lack of available land, the informality of neighbou-rhoods and the lack of basic infrastructure, the need to im-plement spatial coordination mechanisms involving allactors – Haitian, international and the occupants concer-ned – began to evolve in order to `ind solutions for rehou-sing.But these spatial coordination mechanisms, which are fa-miliar in development activities and urban management,are not part of the gamut of humanitarian tools. The inter-national community had to begin establishing processessuch as themapping of the existing state of houses, spatialassessments of the damage done by the disaster, the re-as-sembling of maps of different neighbourhoods to unders-tand the limits of the areas affected and the identi`icationof at-risk areas. Thesewere not established autonomouslybut in connection with local documents and authorities.
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With no reliable or up-to-date data, clear urban responsi-bilities or local arbitrationmechanisms, withwhole neigh-bourhoods in an informal or illegal status, latent propertyownership con`licts, the presence of illicit organizations,gangs and the impotence of municipal authorities, huma-nitarians have had to beginworkingwith urban specialiststo understand these contexts and `ind operational solu-tions.
The “neighbourhood housing” initiative - well adapted to the
urban character of Port-au-PrinceIncorporating the analysis and experimentation of diffe-rent international aid organizations, all of whom wereconfronted with these same barriers and dif`iculties, astrategy has gradually taken shape and is beginning to beadopted by a lot of donors2 and NGOs. The concept is sim-ple: houses are inextricably linked to their environment.Supporting victims’ return to their home neighbourhoodsin safe and `it conditions involves combining rehousing aidfor different types of houses with improvement of livingconditions in neighbourhoods. This concept has graduallydeveloped into a strategy including a number of stages,which focuses on a particular area of a formal or informalneighbourhood. The idea is to integrate the different fun-ding opportunities and aid programmes related to rehou-sing (shelter, repairs, reconstruction) and related toinfrastructure (water, refuse collection, sanitation, instal-lation of collective facilities…) into a strategy to improve

the state of the neighbourhood in order to allow the returnto take place in sustainable conditions.Thus, aid programmes do not simply focus on the affectedperson, disconnected from their context, but aim to rein-tegrate them into an environment where there are solida-rity mechanisms and potential for activities. This requiresthe involvement of the appropriate coordination mecha-nisms and urban planning tools (assessments, planning,urban development, adequate funding…). Such an ap-proach reveals the limitations of the Cluster mechanism(Shelter, WASH, CMC), which is based on separate sectors.Inter-sector coordination thus becomes necessary to linkmulti-sector operational approaches in one area. Opera-ting on an cross-sector basis has a better chance of havingan effect via an inclusive strategy in terms of reintegratingvictims into neighbourhoods. It is also necessary to worktowards establishing a certain legitimacy for these neigh-bourhoods through their recognition by themunicipal au-thorities.
Béatrice Boyer

Architect and urban planner, researcher
Groupe URD

www.urd.org

1 Translated from Villes afghanes, Défis urbains, les enjeux d’une re-
construction post-conflit, Béatrice Boyer, éditions Karthala-GroupeURD, July 2010.
2World Bank, AFD.
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Action Contre la Faim’s operations in urban
environments have forced it to revise its operational
methods. A city’s buildings, inhabitants and local
authorities are so many interlinked factors which
need to be taken into account. The organization has
added value to bring to both emergency relief
programmes and long-term development
programmes: it is continuing to evolve, adapting and
revising its methods in order to obtain the same
legitimacy in cities as it has in rural contexts, where
it has established a reputation for quality.

Humanitarian programmes which need to be adapted to urban vulnerabilities
in Port-au-Prince, Freetown, Charikar or Ulan Bator
Nicolas VILLEMINOT

The earthquake in Haiti on 12 January 2010 revealed thedif`iculties encountered by humanitarian organisations inurban contexts. Port-au-Prince was devastated and theHaitian populationwas in shock. The government, the Hai-tian Civil Protection Force, the United Nations and huma-nitarian organizations were among the victims.International humanitarian aid began to `lood in1, followedby donations from all over the world. But rapidly the res-ponse encountered problems. These were caused byconstraints which were unfamiliar, or which were exacer-bated by the unprecedented scale of the situation: sup-plying the city, dangerous buildings, property ownership

con`licts, inappropriate techniques or methods, clearingrubble, the issue of waste, degraded social fabric, violencein the camps, lack of integration of local representativesand associations, symbolic locations, the slowness of de-cisions, etc.Though the scale of the crisis in Port-au-Prince is not com-parable to the other crises in which Action Contre la Faim(ACF) and humanitarian organizations have been involvedin recent decades, it should, however, be noted that it wasnot the `irst time that an urban context was on the agenda.ACF carries out operations in urban environments in nu-merous contexts and many of the issues raised in Haitiecho those which the association has faced in other emer-gency relief, post-crisis and development programmes.ACF’s experience in urban environments has been built upover a variety of disasters and programmes in differentplaces, oftenwithout any real continuity. These little stepshave not been very well documented by humanitariansover the years and ACF’s three decades of activity, parti-cularly when compared to the numerous documents onrural contexts and displaced persons camps. But the orga-nization is currently proactively developing a strategy toimprove its operations in urban environments which will
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require new technical and social methods. This has evensparked debate within the association about the positio-ning of the organization between rural and urban contexts.Since 2009 it is an acknowledged fact that half of theworld’s population now lives in cities and that this trend tothe detriment of rural areas will continue inexorably.ACF’s areas of expertise in the `ight against hunger are:Nutrition, Food Security and Livelihoods,Water, Sanitationand Hygiene and Mental Health and Healthcare practices.Though ACF has been active in all these areas in Port-au-Prince, it has often been throughWater and Sanitation pro-grammes that it has built its experience in urbanenvironments.
ACF in cities

Responses to acute crises, natural disasters, epidemics,
conMlicts ; post-crisis rehabilitation ; infrastructure develop-
mentPort-au-Prince (Haiti, 2010), Manila (Philippines, 2009),Gonaives (Haïti, 2004, 2008), Bam (Iran, 2003), Ouaga-dougou (Burkina Faso, 2009), Balakot (Pakistan, 2005),are examples of cities where ACF has been involved in theresponse to emergencies caused by natural disasters:earthquakes, cyclones or `loods. The organisation has alsoresponded to epidemics, mainly cholera, in cities such asNdjamena (Chad) and Abidjan (Côte d’Ivoire) in 2011 andagain in Gonaives and Port-au-Prince. Emergency res-ponses adapted to needswere implemented in these crisiscontexts: the distribution of water, food and basic neces-sity kits (hygiene products, shelters, tools, cooking equip-ment); emergency sanitation: clearing rubble or mud;supporting mothers and pregnant women, injecting cashto revive trade, etc.ACF also conducts operations in contexts where con`lictshave led to the displacement of people to cities. It has beenrunning programmes to treat malnutrition and diarrhoealdiseases for more than 10 years in Mogadishu and Kabul.It has also carried out programmes in less sustained re-cent con`licts such as in the cities of South Sudan in 2006,in Gaza in 2009 and in Abidjan at the beginning of 2011.Following crises, ACF continues to provide aid by suppor-ting public authorities, for example, by rehabilitatinghealthcare facilities in hospitals (Bangui and Bossangoa inCentral Africa, 2009-2010), and by training the health au-thorities in preventing and `ighting against cholera anddiarrhoeal diseases and inmeasuring the quality of water,as in Freetown (Sierra Leone, 2007-2012) or in Conakry(Guinea, 2007-2009). ACF has also run programmes toprevent and reduce the impact of recurring crises, forexample, against `loods in Jakarta (Indonesia, 2007-2009)or against cyclones in Port-de-Paix and Gonaives (Haiti,2005, 2008-2011).Lastly, ACF also runs more structural programmes in de-velopment contexts, notably through the development ofinfrastructure: conveyance of potable water in poor neigh-

bourhoods in Charikar (Afghanistan, 2008-2011), in SanPedro (Ivory Coast, 2007-2010), in Freetown (Sierra Leone2010-2011) or in the town of Chipinge (Zimbabwe, 2010-2011); development of solutions for sustainable sanitationin Ulan Bator (Mongolia, since 2008) or for solidwastema-nagement in Bamako (Mali, 2003).

Strengths and limits of urban operationsIn cities, as in rural environments, NGOs are perceived tobe transparent, independent and `lexible. As a result, theinternational community, local communities and, increa-singly, local decision-makers naturally turn to them in cri-sis situations. Their speed of deployment allows them tobe operational in emergency situations and reactive to theevolution of volatile situations.In urban contexts, where the legitimacy of NGOs can bechallenged in relation to the market and the private sec-tor, humanitarians try to identify vulnerabilities and ana-lyse social dynamics. This allows them to conductoperations in neighbourhoods which public services donot reach such as shanty towns and neighbourhoodswhere there are no basic services. They also look for un-covered needs in `ields which are not considered priori-ties by the public services and the business sector, despitetheir impact on health and quality of life – thus, sanitationis often considered less of a priority than electricity andtelephone lines.ACF incorporates a social support section in its infrastruc-ture projects: communitymobilisation, creation or streng-thening of local committees, awareness-raising andimproving knowledge and practices regarding hygiene,food and childcare, for example. Thismethodology is basedon experience in rural environments but has proven to beessential and has had a great deal of impact in cities: wi-thout raising awareness amongst users and communities,bills will never be paid, hygiene practices will continue tocancel out the advantages of improved sanitation and ac-cess to adequate basic services, etc.Programmes in cities also aim to reinforce local skills and

Employees of the Ivory Coast company ABEDA laying apotable water conveyance network in the poorneighbourhood of Bardo in San Pedro.© N. Kachrillo
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use them to ensure the long-term sustainability of projects.This concerns local organizations, which are often part ofassociations, local authorities and the business sector. Trai-ning and resources from NGOs can help to improve thelevel of professionalism of these local actors which willallow programmes to be run more effectively and sustai-nably.Lastly, when it is possible, ACF also tries to develop its in-tegrated and multi-sector approach to maximize the im-pact of its action. However, it should be said that, inpractice, it is rare that it manages to apply thewhole rangeof its know-how in urban contexts as it is restricted by cer-tain limits.The relative novelty of NGO operations in urban environ-ments, and their lack of recognized expertise compared torural environments raises questions about the NGO’s legi-timacy vis-à-vis its interlocutors: international donors, na-tional authorities, municipal authorities, etc. It is oftendif`icult for ACF to convince its donors to support a com-plete approach in urban environments and its projects aretherefore limited to a single sector, often the constructionof water infrastructure in poor neighbourhoods.Compared to a company specialized in the construction ofwater networks or an engineering company, NGOs oftendo not have suf`icient technical expertise to ensure the suc-cess of a complex project alone. Though there are manylinks betweenNGOs and the private sector, it is rare that anNGO is able to share engineering skills and it will have todepend on individuals who are not fully quali`ied – the riskof technical errors is much more serious than in ruralcontexts where an error in the construction of a drill holecan be recti`ied without any major impact, or a problemon part of a project will not have an impact on thewhole ofthe bene`iciary population.ACF is an organization which implements its projects di-rectly. But in an urban context direct implementation istricky. Instead, partnerships need to be built. This involvesa change in mentality and the adoption of new ways ofworking, which is not always simple, particularly as the or-ganization continues to directly implement its projects inrural contexts. New skills need to be integrated into teams– this involves selecting, training and developing theloyalty of the people required.But the principal constraint for an NGO which wants towork in urban environments is funding. Though in ruralenvironments projects with a strong impact can often beimplemented in a number of years, in cities the NGO hasto become involved in development and investment planswhich last 15 to 30 years. With funding which, in the bestof cases, is for a few years, it is dif`icult to ensure that pro-jects are followed up and become established in the longterm.
The complexity of the urban environment, lessons
and questionsWhen ACF carries out a needs assessment of an agglome-ration or neighbourhood, the picture which emerges is ge-

nerally huge, sprawling and interconnected, sometimeseven linking urban and rural areas. Subsequently, a selec-tion needs to be made: the organisation needs to beconscious of complexity but cannot do everything. Relatedissues need to be taken into account: municipal technicalservices, rubbish dump sites, user associations, etc. Skillsneed to be added, via partnerships, regarding rights, urbanplanning, property, etc. Either there are suf`icient groundsfor becoming a link in a chain and only being able to havean in`luence on certain problems, or it is necessary to re-fuse to become involved in a cause which is too complexandwhere results are too unpredictable for such a limitedform of action in terms of space and time or in relation tothe problems addressed.
VulnerabilityACF’s operational methods have been constantly evolvingfor more than 30 years, both in rural and urban environ-ments. Due to its experience and history, its programmesin rural environments and in camps for displaced victimsof crises are better documented and validated. These so-lutions can be partially transposed to cities, but they needto be adapted and sometimes re-invented for urbancontexts, where access to products and social dynamics aredifferent. Among the questions raised within ACF concer-ning the urban environment is that of vulnerability and theorganisation’s mandate.For humanitarian actors, the concept of vulnerability is re-lated to exposure to crises and shocks and the capacity todeal with these, but also poverty, livelihoods, social exclu-sion, access to basic services, etc. Studies carried out byACF have shown that, on the basis of the criteria that theorganization measures, it is often dif`icult to compareurban and rural vulnerability. Thus, in cities, there ismuchless general vulnerability than in rural environments: fora given group, neighbourhood or community there are ge-nerally muchwider disparities than in a village or an agri-cultural region. It is often dif`icult to identify generaltrends and if these exist the question then has to be askedabout whether they are a priority in relation tomore criti-cal needs in rural areas.Though it is less easy to prove at a community level, vul-nerability is nevertheless more obvious at an individuallevel. Social exclusion and poverty stigmatise people in amore heterogeneous way than in rural environments.Thus, in the treatment of acutemalnutrition, ACF often hasa great deal of dif`iculty showing that high rates existwhich would justify its intervention or would trigger anemergency. The organization consequently `inds itselffaced with the dif`icult question of how to reconcile stra-tegic priorities linked to its mandate and optimization ofmeans in order to have an impact on the most people pos-sible.Another fact that needs to be taken into account withurban communities is that their priorities are not neces-sarily those which seem essential. A mobile phone, smartclothes or a television are often given priority over spen-
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ding money on potable water, soap or medical treatment.This is a social reality which organizations need to un-derstand and take into account.Finally, for an organisation with humanitarian goals, cer-tain choices can have negative consequences: bringing awater network to a neighbourhood can destroy an establi-shedmarket, placing already vulnerablemobile water sel-lers in a dangerous situation. Or, for infrastructure to besustainable, it may sometimes be necessary for part of thecosts to be paid by the community because the public au-thorities are unable to pay for them: the organization so-metimes has to run projects inwhich potable water is paidfor at a higher price in poorer neighbourhoods than inwealthier neighbourhoods where they have all the publicservices. It may even be more expensive than in Paris orNew York, as is the case in Port-au-Prince and numerouscities of the South.

Partnership with the public authoritiesThough at the national level there are often general ruraldevelopment or poverty reduction plans, there is littletrace of these in the rural areas where ACF carries out itsoperations. In urban environments, on the other hand, itis impossible not toworkwith the public authorities. Part-nerships need to be established or authorizations need tobe obtained. Before urban projects can be set in motion, itis important to know about regulatory texts, developmentplans, specialized agencies, the ministries in charge of dif-ferent sectors and public policies in place. And this appliesequally to emergency responses during acute crises.National and local authorities keep a close watch on theircities where political and economic stakes are high andwhich can sometimes be related to humanitarian needs –which can make the terrain on which the organization de-cides to conduct operations slippery. Governance is a fun-damental area which should be incorporated into theorganisation’s strategy so that it can work effectively andsustainably in cities.An NGO therefore has a role to play: due to its expertise

and through advocacy, it can have a bearing on develop-ment priorities and help to identify problems and solu-tions. How many cities in the Global South have road andelectricity networks but no sanitation to evacuate rainwa-ter? In Ivory Coast, the deputy director of the Ministry incharge of countersigning house construction plans be-moans the fact that architects do not include toilets inhouses, but can do nothing about it. In contrast, in Zim-babwe, only one sanitation solution is recognized and peo-ple living in cities are not allowed to build latrines whichare not connected to the sewage system, whether oneexists or not. The advocacy work of ACF and its partnershelps to make views evolve and can help to give the mostvulnerable people access to basic services.
Expropriation of buildings, land ownership conMlicts, pro-
perty and customsBuildings are obviously what characterises a city. It is dif-`icult tomake sense of the often anarchic evolution of citiesin the South which, 50 or 100 years ago, had ten timesfewer inhabitants than the number they have today. Howcan operations be carried out in cities which have grown inareas where there should only be a small village: the Go-naives, in Haiti, was a meeting place for buccaneers seve-ral centuries ago – how is it possible for it to currentlyaccommodate 300 000 inhabitants in an area where thereis a risk of `looding?Uninhabitable areas and land ownership dif`iculties aremajor problems encountered by ACF in urban environ-ments. In the `irst case, once the political and security obs-tacles to conducting operations in non-recognised areashave been overcome, it is necessary to `ind an operationalmethod for responding to an urgent humanitarian needwithout `ixing communities in areas that they will need toleave in the short termwhether for public health, securityor land ownership reasons. In areas where NGO’s conductoperations, the property labyrinth is always a dif`icult pro-blem. There are several possible scenarios:- the landwhich is occupied, whether illegally or in a tole-rated manner, belongs to a landowner or a property deve-loper or is public land: in this case, there is a risk of beingevicted at any moment. The organisation must then mea-sure the risk that it is imposing on residents. Permanentinfrastructure is generally impossible to build. This is thecase, for example, for the IDP camps which have grown inKabul situated on land which belongs to the Ministry ofDefence. The latter haswiped its hands of the problem…byselling the land to property developers.- there is no cadastral map, municipal archives, title deedsor those that exist are worthless. In San Pedro in IvoryCoast and in the cities of Haiti, it is common to have seve-ral owners claiming ownership of the same plot, all withtheir own title deeds. Sorting out this kind of situationwould require competences which an organization likeACF does not currently have and which would have a bea-ring on the responses to bring, the timescale of projectsand on administrative and legal implications. Here too,

Rush hour at the water kiosk built by ACF inCharikar in Afghanistan, 2011.© M. Bedran
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links with the public authorities are essential. There arefew places likeMongolia where themunicipal authority ofUlan Bator recognizes the ownership of a person who set-tles on a piece of unoccupied land.Another obstacle is the fact that many city-dwellers renttheir house. Not taking into consideration illegal squatters,it is obviously the norm for themost vulnerable sections ofsociety who are targeted in NGOs’ programmes. Any pro-gramme which aims to improve buildings can easily missits target and push those who receive aid towards stillmore precariousness: the bene`iciary of a programmemight be a rich landlord who takes back their property orincreases its rent once it has been made to comply withearthquake-resistant norms, has been supplied with toi-lets and sanitation or has been located near a school orwell-equiped health centre.Among the operational methods that ACF is having to re-vise during its projects in urban environments is the ma-nagement of works and infrastructure. Supervision ofconstruction work, the delegation of management workand the ownership of infrastructure are concepts whichare familiar to those in the industrial sector, civil enginee-ring companies and French municipal authorities but arenot immediately obvious in cities in the South. Though stilllearning itself, ACF often has to provide the authoritieswith support on these concepts which they are not fully ateasewith. They need to be trained and given support in re-lation to their roles and responsibilities, public-privatepartnerships, collecting invoices from users or concepts ofadjustment, for example.In rural environments, humanitarian methodology gene-rally places responsibility for running projects in the handsof the community, notably via representative committees.It is important to weigh up the pros and cons of this triedand tested method in urban contexts: though it can proveto be appropriate, it can also serve as an excuse for the au-thorities not to take up their responsibilities.
City-dwellers: communities, individuals or citizens and
consumers?The demographic explosion and the rural exodus towardscities very rapidly change the social fabric. This makes itvery dif`icult for NGOs to read, but all the more importantfor them to do so. Though communities are relatively ho-mogenous in rural areas, thus allowing an analysis ofgroup dynamics, cities generally lead to diversity and thebreakdown of social structures. The mixing of ethnicgroups and the loss of cultural references modify the in-teraction between individuals. Individualism, exclusionand discrimination are often exacerbated in urbancontexts. Families may be broken up, but this may allowlinks to be maintained between rural and urban areas:menmoving to the city to `ind work while leaving their fa-milies in their “villages”, community attachment to a geo-graphical area, etc. However, this attachment is going togo through profound changes. The combination of demo-graphic growth and the evolution of the population of ci-

ties in the Global South means that young people are nowin the majority and will be the city-dwellers of the future,moving away from their ties with the rural world.At the heart of this social analysis are innovative mecha-nisms and new ties. Local associations and social, politicaland religious movements are born in cities, mixing indivi-duals or, on the contrary, rebuilding community ties. Thereare also inventive entrepreneurs, whether in the formal orinformal sector. And information spreads like wild`irebringing the possibility of strong collective reactions andprotests: over and above the security and operational risksthat this brings for NGO activities, it brings potential forchange and addressing issues related to vulnerability. Thiswas what happened during the revolutions of the ArabSpring, which began in cities, but it was also, on a morebasic level, what happened when the mayor of San Pedro,in Ivory Coast, had to abandon the bulldozing (déguerpis-sement2) of the poor neighbourhood of Bardo and discussalternatives and relocation programmes with his consti-tuents.A fundamental question for aid organizations in urban en-vironments is whether the very humanitarian concept of“community” is still appropriate? Is the individual levelmore relevant? And in terms of rights and obligations, is itnot the case that projects should reinforce feelings of citi-zenship? Thus, ACF is considering integrating values fromcitizen education into messages which traditionallyconcern public health and the sharing of vital resources bythe community, for example, to avoid pirate connectionstowater or electricity networks, which threaten their func-tioning and their long-term existence, or also to ensurethat bills are paid, to establish associations of users, op-position forces, neighbourhood representatives, etc.But as cities are also the place wheremost commercial ex-changes take place, ACF staff also need to think about theconcept of the consumer. When families in poor neigh-bourhoods are capable of spending 5 to 10% of theirmonthly budget onmobile phones, it becomes essential tostudy, and perhaps use, the communication mechanismsused by companies. Using marketing to promote publichealth is one of the approaches which is revolutionizingthe development sector and this is most evident in cities:social marketing and sanitation marketing, terms whichare currently more common in English than in French, aredestined to take over from the PHAST3 of the 1990s.Communication needs to be adapted: traditional commu-nity-based sessions are replaced by use of themassmedia:radio, television and banners. But individual follow-up canalso be the key: door-to-door visits, targeting by SMS or,perhaps in the future, via social networks as happened du-ring the Arab Spring revolutions. Just after the earthquakein Haiti, ACF transmitted the same public health and hy-gienemessages via teams providing individualized follow-up from shelter to shelter and on RFI, the only radio stationstill broadcasting in Port-au-Prince.Another issue which is related to consumption is that ofpeople’s dignity, particularly the dignity of those who are
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already vulnerable and stigmatised. Though in rural envi-ronments objects are above all utilitarian, in cities theyhave a social image in the same way as housing andclothes. Care has to be taken about the effect of giving stan-dard objects. There is a danger that it will further reinforcethe image of assisted victims and the objects are veryquickly re-sold in large quantities on themarket to buy so-mething else or because people do not want to be labelled.Food, hygiene products, buckets and plastic sheeting withthe logos of humanitarian agencies can often be seen forsale in markets at lower prices than other products whichpeople would rather buy. Being able to show that you canbuy a product, distinguishing yourself from your neigh-bour by having an object of another colour, or on thecontrary, not standing out by having the label that is infashion – offering consumer choice increases the appro-priation of an object and, in a roundabout way, this allowsthe initial objective to be achieved.Creating this demand and giving a choice of productsmeans that ACF also reinforces their supply and the pri-vate sector. Even for an emergency on the scale of the Port-au-Prince earthquake, there was debate about traditionalfree assistance involving the distribution of food or goods:giving the local population the means to buy what theyneed themselves is a way of ensuring that the private sec-tor, which has also suffered, is able to recover.Programmes allow funds to be injected into neighbou-rhoods. Small businesses and private initiatives throu-ghout the city bene`it from this, creating economicopportunities and jobs. New activities are created and, ifthey are properly supported, they can have great potential,such as the sanitation and recycling sector, urban marketgardening and food processing.For the large infrastructure works, support from an NGOalso allows a small national business to gain skills and ex-perience. The `inancial `lexibility which an NGO can bringin the management of a project can save a business whichdoes not have suf`icient funds to compete in projects fun-ded by large international administrations.These new lines added to the CV of a young civil enginee-ring or hydraulics companywill help them for subsequentcalls for tender: the experience and administrative rigouracquired from an international organization will allowthem to have a more solid dossier in relation to more am-bitious funding mechanisms. This is sometimes a risk andoften a challenge for an NGO and the constraints of admi-nistrative rules limit the possibilities of collaboration, butthis is de`initely a role for international NGOs in cities.Partnerships between NGOs and the private sector can bean answer to questions of legitimacy andmutualisation ofskills mentioned previously. Though it is essential to havesafeguards and not to hide from ideas and ethical diffe-rences which separate the not-for-pro`it and the privatesectors, the complimentarity of approaches can make itpossible to provide sustainable services to neglected com-munities.

To conclude, this analysis of ACF operations in cities high-lighted the issue of differences of scale. A city can be aplace like Chipinge, an agglomeration of 30 000 inhabi-tants in Zimbabwe, just as it can be a place like Jakarta andits 9.5 million inhabitants outside the metropolitan area.Though there are common trends, great care needs to betaken in relation to de`ining a methodology which can bereproduced everywhere.Capital cities act as showcases for a country and thereforehave special status. They are full of symbolic places. Theway decision-making levels are organized in capital citiescan be baf`ling: this is not only the opinion of ACF but oftenof civil servants in ministries and municipal employees aswell. A capital city’s image of poverty or insecurity is a po-litical issue which a neutral organization needs to getround.There are therefore a large number of subjects for aidagencies to develop. The relief-development divide, if it hasever been relevant, must now be transcended in order toimprove the living conditions of those living in cities, byacting to prevent the impact of crises as much as possible.But even the best preparation will not allow all humanita-rian emergencies to be avoided, as was shown by the tsu-nami in Japan on 11 March 2011: the capacity andcompetence of humanitarian organizations therefore needto be improved, and they will continue to learn from fur-ther disasters, political crises and long term support pro-jects with urban residents. Without forgetting those who,in the years ahead, will come to cities for the economic op-portunities that are to be found there.
Nicolas Villeminot

WASH Technical Advisor – Action Contre la Faim

www.actioncontrelafaim.org

1The Flash Appeal Haiti 2010 following the earthquake representedthe largest ever request for funding for a humanitarian crisis – 1.5billion US dollars – more than had been requested following the In-dian Ocean tsunami of 26/12/2004.
2 Eviction without compensation and destruction of the buildings –this is a termwhich is common in French-speaking Africa as relatedin the evocative book, Lesmots de la stigmatisation urbaine, by Jean-Charles Depaule, UNESCO - 2006.
3 PHAST Participatory Hygiene and Sanitation Transformation, acommunity mobilisation methodology which is used a lot in devel-opment organisations.
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Action Contre la Faim books to explore urban issues
in more depthACF – La faim dans les villes, Eric Levron – Editions Her-mann, 2006ACF –Misère urbaine : la faim cachée – Editions du Dia-ble Vauvert, 2006 – photographyACF – Ideniti`icaiton of vulnerable people in urban en-vironments – 2010 – document aimed at `ield practitio-ners available in French and English atwww.actioncontrelafaim.org
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Chaotic urbanisation in a context where public
authorities lacked the necessary planning and
management capacity, poor people’s houses built in
concrete in at-risk locations with inappropriate
construction materials and serious defects – all
these factors contributed to the terrible impact of
the earthquake which took place on 12 January
2010. In order to help rebuild Haiti’s cities, it will be
necessary to do away with certain dysfunctional
aspects and inequalities which existed before.
Building new cities would cost too much and so
there is no alternative but to help communities and
households to restructure neighbourhoods and
rebuild safer houses: they are, and will continue to
be, the main actors and funders of the
reconstruction. This principle should be at the heart
of a strategic and participatory planning process,
coordinated at the levels of the neighbourhood, the
Municipality and the metropolitan region of Port-
au-Prince. This will be used to guide the
reconstruction, prioritise projects and begin the
necessary institutional reforms. SigniPicant support
from the international communitywill be needed to
help the state and the municipalities to implement
such a process.

Post-earthquake Haiti: supporting the post-earthquake urban reconstruction
process
Jean-Yves BARCELO

The contextThe earthquake of 12 January 2010 was particularly de-vastating in poor neighbourhoods due to their great vul-nerability. These very dense neighbourhoods – often nearareas where there is employment - are built up informallyon insuf`iciently prepared land due, notably, to the dif`i-culty and cost of making the steep slopes or sites liable to`looding on which they are situated suitable for develop-ment. High urban growth over several decades, the veryweak capacity of the local authorities to plan this urbandevelopment and urban planning norms based onwesternmodels which were too restrictive and therefore too ex-pensive for the majority of those who came to the cities,produced this city of several million inhabitants, which isfor the most part informal. Before the earthquake, 80% ofthe population of Port-au-Prince lived in overly denseneighbourhoods in enclaves between ravines and moun-tains on only 20% of the city’s area.The informal character of the property and real estatemarkets in residential neighbourhoods, coupledwith inap-propriate construction methods used for poor and evenmiddle class houses, increased their vulnerability. Workcarried out by unskilled piece-workers, corruption whichled to un`it constructionmaterials and serious defects, theaddition of stories over timewithout the appropriate foun-dations, dangerous projecting stories, widespread use ofpillar-beam-slab structures `illed inwith breeze blocks for

protection against tropical storms – all these points ex-plain the scale of damage caused by the earthquake, whichcould happen exactly in the sameway in every Haitian city,such as Cap Haïtien, a city of half a million inhabitants, orin any other at risk poor countries.The weak capacity of the central state to control the urba-nisation process and to coordinate the numerous playersinvolved, including public bodies, and the weak level of ef-fective decentralization which renders municipal authori-ties practically ineffective in the area of urban planningand development, has led to chaotic urbanization based onindividual projects by people either trying to survive or toget rich quickly. Some of the effects of the almost completeabsence of the state fromurban planning and developmentbefore the earthquake were land grabbing and squatting,limited access to poor quality basic services, very dif`iculturban mobility, drainage systems blocked by refuse andthe concentration of services in the centre of Port-au-Prince and Pétionville, the rich suburbwhich also containsnumerous informal neighbourhoodswhere domestic wor-kers live. In this context, poor communities could onlycount on the support of a multitude of NGOs whose num-ber grew further after 12 January 2010. These organiza-tions were often lacking in competence, except the biginternational development NGOs, and were essentially in-volved in supplying one or more basic services. They hadneither the mandate nor the capacity to carry out integra-ted approaches to planning/re-organising neighbou-rhoods.Only a few limited projects to restructure certain neigh-bourhoods of Port-au-Prince had been in the pipeline attheWorld Bank and the French Development Agency afterthe urban restructuring programme for Cité Soleil fundedby the Inter-American Development Bank in 2005. Alsoworth noting, in relation to the pre-earthquake period, wasthe success of the policy to provide access to potablewaterin Port-au-Prince by a coalition of public, non-govern-mental and community organisations.The other cities damaged by the earthquake are muchsmaller, the biggest of these being Jacmel, with around200 000 inhabitants. They had the same vulnerabilities asPort-au-Prince but with much fewer pre-existing urbanproblems.
Reconstruction strategiesFirst of all, it is important to note that after a large-scalenatural disaster such as the tsunami in Asia or the earth-quake in Pakistan in 2005 it is always the communities andindividuals themselves who provide most of the effort torebuild their houses and their neighbourhoods, and thisno matter what governmental or international support ismobilized. In addition, in many countries, the state and
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local authorities do not have the capacity to effectivelyguide and coordinate the reconstruction of all these indi-vidual initiatives which, at best, are overseen by interna-tional agencies in certain neighbourhoods. Instead theylimit themselves to the reconstruction of the main infra-structure. The risk is therefore that the cities which are re-built are even more vulnerable than before the disasterdue to the pauperization of the population.Over the course of recent disasters, with UN-HABITAT andother actors playing an awareness-raising role, there hasbeen growing acceptance within the international com-munity that the only effective, rapid and affordable stra-tegy for a central or local government is to help victims toreturn to their home neighbourhoods. This involves givingadvice and support to build safer housing and neighbou-rhoods after the initial post-disaster trauma. Consequently,the humanitarian response needs to be reorganized so thatit does not create additional challenges, for example, bysetting up and running large IDP camps on the outskirtsof cities or on unoccupied land, where it is easy to distri-bute aid, but where families end up being trapped and de-pendant on aid for a long time due to the lack ofalternatives.Encouraging people’s return to safe neighbourhoodsmeans giving communities, which are often particularlydynamic in poor neighbourhoods, a central role in the pro-cess and in decision-making, which is rarely the approachadopted by local authorities or international agencies. Thisinvolves allowing communities to tackle all the relevant is-sues in relation to restructuring the neighbourhood withsupport from the Municipalities and the relevant techni-cal services. So that this does not remain a series of isola-ted and limited projects supported by differentinternational partners, it is imperative that such an ap-proach is validated and coordinated by the public authori-ties and if possible by the local authorities whose capacityshould be strengthened accordingly. Such an approach alsorequires a series of national reforms onwhich sustainableurban development depends. These reforms would be le-gislative (land management, urban planning, etc.), politi-cal (promoting, for example, access to basic services for alland the “right” to live in the city) and economic (housing `i-nance and job creation).The other alternative is to displace communities to new ci-ties and new neighbourhoods, which would require re-sources which the least developed countries like Haiti donot have, even with the exceptional levels of internationalaidmobilized after a large-scale disaster. Compared to the`irst option outlined above, the apparent technical simpli-city of building a new city continues to seduce numerousinternational partners, but especially a large part of the na-tional elite who are tempted by a new utopian city whichwould start from scratch without all the problems of theold city and would represent a modernist surge in deve-lopment. In a country like Haiti, apart from the prohibitivecost, this solution is in fact almost as complex as urban re-structuring, particularly with the dif`iculty of mobilizing

the necessary land. The irreversible land invasion on sitesplanned for the development of Port-au-Prince followingthe installation of a refugee camp by the international com-munity is a perfect example of this.Even in terms of supporting the return to safe neighbou-rhoods, it is obvious that thewhole original populationwillnot be able to resettle in the original sites due to the dan-gerousness and the overly high population density of cer-tain areas, not tomention the time that landlordswill needto re-establish the rented accommodation which existedfor the poor. What is needed alongside support for the re-turn to neighbourhoods is a strategy to make the existingurban fabric denser, requiring less infrastructure in thelong term and preserving rural areas. However, this willrequire actors to be organized and the appropriate regu-latory and institutional tools which do not currently existto be in place. As a last resort, it will be necessary to en-courage the establishment of facilities and the develop-ment of housing in the outskirts of the city. As part of anorganised urban plan, this should avoid the extension ofthe slum “model” and the accentuation of mobility pro-blems.Such a complex strategy taking into account the speci`ici-ties of each affected neighbourhood needs high “territorialintelligence” to design solutions in a `lexible way in orderto address local challenges. Within a common strategic ap-proach, such intelligence can only emerge if communitiesare placed at the centre of the process and receive appro-priate support from central and local governments as wellas from international specialized NGOs.After the hesitation of the last government, the new Presi-dent, Michel Martelly, appears to favour the strategy ofpeople returning to safe neighbourhoods and closing thesix large emblematic camps situated in public areas, whichis a major priority of his programme. This strategy is alsoendorsed by the Interim Haiti Reconstruction Committee,which has approved signi`icant resources for the `irst pro-jects, and is supported by major international partnerssuch as the World Bank, USAID and AFD. This approach isnevertheless still fragile due to the weakness of the mobi-lization of national and international funds dedicated tothe reconstructionwhich is still hindered by the cost of theongoing humanitarian assistance due to the large numberof families still in camps.
Strategic planning of support for the reconstructionThese major challenges require the creation, from practi-cally nothing, of a strong urban planning capacity, inclu-ding for the consultation and coordination of public,private, non-governmental and community organisationsinvolved in urban development, at various levels:- At the neighbourhood level `irst and foremost, due to theurgency of preparing them for people’s return.This involves adopting a community planning approachwith all the inhabitants who have stayed in a neighbou-
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rhood and the displaced people who lived there, and par-ticularly with the women who always play a predominantrole in relation to access to services. A number of issuesneed to be tackled: land occupation status, spatial organi-zation and appropriate urban development and construc-tion norms, preservation of sensitive areas and theconsolidation of sites, local environmental issues, basicservices such as water, sanitation, drainage, solid waste,improving access, roads, addresses and lighting, but alsorelations between landlords and tenants, public safety,health and basic education, green and recreational spaces,energy, training construction piece-workers, small servicecompanies, etc. - in short, everything which goes towardssupporting community life in a neighbourhood. Strategicplanning does not mean exhaustive planning and it willtherefore be necessary to support communities on themost urgent issues on which the reconstruction dependsand the prioritieswhich receive a broad consensus, such asestablishing the limits of a neighbourhood and the ad-dresses of streets and buildings. In certain neighbou-rhoodswhich are too dense, spaceswill need to be freed ofbuildings in order to install services, circulation routes andthe construction of retaining walls where there are dan-gerous constructions. This should be done with the broa-dest possible consensus and priority should be given tore-housing the people affected close to their former loca-tion.Such an approach requires major involvement on the partof the Municipalities, relevant ministries and nationalagencies. Due to the originality of such an integrated ap-proach in Haiti, quali`ied national and international NGOswill need to support communities. Mediation will be ne-cessary between landowners and landlords, tenants, peo-ple whose houses will have to be demolished, etc.- At the municipal level, with strategic development planswhichwill include the planning and programming of largerinfrastructure, urban planning and increasing the densityof the urban fabric, inter-neighbourhood mobility, thecreation of service centres to minimize transit, employ-ment, environmental protection, the integration of neigh-bourhood planning processes and results, improvingaccess and safety in informal neighbourhoods, etc. Muni-cipalities will need to be reinforcedwith the support of thestate so that they are able to run these projects and coor-dinate the actors involved in the planning process andthose who will be involved in the implementation phase:private and academic sectors, ministerial departments,NGOs who are active in the Municipality, community re-presentatives, vulnerable groups, etc. In addition, involve-ment of this kind by the Municipalities needs to go handin hand with greater decentralization, including for `iscaland `inancial matters. Here too, a strategic approach willbe required, that is to say, consensus will need to be achie-ved about priorities, advancing phase by phase, taking intoaccount both the results of regional andmetropolitan plan-ning as well as that of the neighbourhoods. The Municipa-lities on the outskirts of large cities, who will absorb alarge part of the urban growth, should receive greater sup-port from the state. A tool for listing and coordinating the

projects run by the different actors in a Municipalityshould be set up with support from the state and develop-ment agencies.- At the regional level and particularly the metropolitanregion of Port-au-Prince, the strategic plan, or regional de-velopment outline, preparedwith the participation of localand national actors and even international actors due tothe importance of multilateral, bilateral and non-govern-mental agencies in the implementation of plans and pro-grammes, will allow a long term vision to be discussed andvalidated which will include potential and constraints,urban development options, the positioning of major in-frastructure and the main service and employment cen-tres which are essential for organising mobility andenvironmental and agricultural issues. TheMunicipalities,which will have to re`lect these options in their own stra-tegic development plans, will have to be given a signi`icantrole in the formulation and monitoring process. Hereagain, it will be necessary to establish priorities on thebasis of operationalisation. Also, inventory and coordina-tion tools for the projects of different actors with a regio-nal impact should be put in place, initially by the state inthe absence of regional administrations at this level.At the national level, an outline of urban development forthe country should eventually be drawn up. This would in-clude themain decisions in terms of national development,including the development of secondary developmentpoles to take some of the demographic pressure away fromPort-au-Prince and improve the distribution of resourcesover the national territory and taking into account the do-cuments prepared at regional levels. Priority tools shouldhowever be put in place rapidly, such as a central capacityfor territorial planning to guide and support local planningand a national framework for the coordination, program-ming and monitoring of investment and projects in diffe-rent sectors.It is essential that these different levels are integrated sothat each exercise nourishes re`lection at the other levelsand so that coordination, programming and monitoringtools can be linked. It is therefore important to have a na-tional institution in charge of territorial planning with si-gni`icant capacity and with an essential cross-sectordimension so that it can integrate the approaches and pro-grammes of the different Ministries and actors.Territorial strategic planning is an ongoing activity whichshould guide rather than precede action. Such processesusually last between two and three years for regions andbig cities to allow in-depth consultation to take place bet-ween actors. In Haiti, they will nevertheless have to be ac-celerated to guide the reconstruction and make a positivecontribution to the future development of the country, bycorrecting, for example, themain territorial problems: theoverdevelopment of Port-au-Prince, chaotic urban growth,isolated neighbourhoods, glaring social inequality in termsof access to services, etc.At all levels, a crucial dimension of these processesconcerns the strengthening of capacities of the state, the
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Municipalities and community organizations, throughtheir participation in the process, which requires a majoreffort on the part of the international community in termsof support and it has not yet been in proportion to what isat stake.Outputs from such strategic planning process should gobeyond the production of a guiding and coordinating fra-mework for the different initiatives undertaken by variousactors and address two crucial dimensions for ensuring ef-fectiveness of the implementation of plans and pro-grammes:- the setting up of new operational instruments, such asterritorial development agencies, to developmulti-dimen-sion urban projects.- the necessary reforms for achieving strategic objectivesin important areas such as land management, propertytaxation, `iscal and `inancial decentralization, metropoli-tan administration, etc.With the support of UN-HABITAT and UNDP and fundingfrom several international partners, the Ministry of Plan-ning has established an urban planning unit whose imme-diate tasks are harmonising and providing support to theactions carried out at different levels, producing metho-dological tools, coordinating with national policies (pro-perty, decentralisation, etc.), informing andcommunicating with actors and the general public andsteering a tool for recording, coordinating andmonitoringstrategic and/or priority projects.

The challenge of reconstruction remains very huge, dueparticularly to earthquake pre-existing dysfunctional as-pects of the Haitian society that produced highly cities andterritories highly vulnerable to natural and human disas-ters. In their present state, cities positive impact on eco-nomic and human development remains limited and farfrom expectations expressed by national decision-makersafter the disaster.
Jean-Yves Barcelo

Inter-regional Adviser, UNHABITAT

www.unhabitat.org

The establishment of plots around a camp ofearthquake victims (North of Port-au-Prince)© J. Eyrard

Humanitarian action is increasingly common in
urban contexts: Indonesia, Chile, Haiti, Japan…
These are complex new Pields which have forced
professional humanitarians to rethink their
operational strategies. Taking the reconstruction in
Aceh as a starting point, we will consider how to
implement reconstruction projects which are
legitimate, planned and coherent with the reality of
the regions where they take place.

Humanitarian action in cities : new challenges, new roles ?

Eléonore LABATTUT - Simon DEPREZ

Aceh, Indonesia: a territorial strategy limited to
building a lot of housesIn 2004, the devastating consequences of the tsunami inAcehmeant that a vast reconstruction programmewas ne-cessary which would bring profound change to this pre-viously isolated region. Thirty years of civil war betweenthe separatists of the GAM1 and the national governmenthad paralysed the economic development of the extremenorth of Sumatra: a rough and ready road network, a cur-few which was an obstacle to economic activity and theschooling of the young, violent reprisals by the armyagainst the civilian population, the levying of regionalriches (timber, oil, gas…) by the State without anythinggiven in return and NGOs prevented from entering the re-

gion…Acehwas a poor, rural and isolated regionwhen thetsunami struck.One would be mistaken to consider that the national go-vernmentwasweak or did not have the competence toma-nage the region. On the contrary, the Indonesian state isknown for having led vast programmes to develop its ter-ritory, such as the policy of Transmigration2, which allo-wed the archipelago to be developed and particularlySouthern Sumatra. In recent years, certain authors haveclaimed that Acehwas kept in a sort of sub-developed statedue to the authorities’ desire to suppress the rebellion bywearing down the territory 3.The sudden arrival of hundreds of NGOs and internationalorganisations reversed the imbalance: having been thisforgotten region on the edge of the archipelago, Aceh be-came the centre of media attention and a major economicissue for Indonesia due to the 7.8 billion dollars whichwere raised. However, though huge `inancial, technical andhuman means were made available, no regional develop-ment plan was drawn up. The reconstruction beganquickly and, despite the injunction to “build back better”,most often it consisted of minimum standards.Faced with the effects of the disaster, housing was quicklyidenti`ied as a major necessity. There were many displa-
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ced people and life in the camps was insecure. As a conse-quence, the reconstruction focused primarily on houses,which came to symbolise the reconstruction: 140 000houses had to be rebuilt as quickly as possible. Pro-grammes were run on the basis of speed and quantity, towhich was added the criteria of quality of construction, inorder to counter the risk of earthquakes by adopting theappropriate construction rules. Tomanage and coordinatethis enormous task, the Indonesian government created agovernmental agency speci`ically to organize the recons-truction. The National Reconstruction Agency (BRR) thusestablished a minimal house model of 36 m² with tworooms and a bathroom and toilet. This model was takenup by a lot of NGOs, its ease of construction and its low costmaking it easier to build a lot of houses, but to the detri-ment of the quality of the living space (for example, the sizeof the hall was rarely taken into account and the model ofkitchen which was proposed did not correspond to localcustoms). The response was mostly unitary and uniformwith little consideration for speci`ic individual needs. Ho-wever, a few NGOs4 tried to develop a different architectu-ral model, or to offer a range of models for different familysituations. These experiences were very rare, but were es-sential in showing that it was possible to move away fromminimum standards to offer responses which were betteradapted to people’s way of living (with the construction ofexternal kitchens, for example), which allowed housing tobe adapted to the needs of families (taking into accountthe potential for building extensions), or to a rural orurban context (moved to the back of plots, lined up alongstreets, creating shops on the ground `loor, etc.).Apart from these few examples, the great majority of vil-lages and neighbourhoodswere rebuilt bymultiplying themodel of theminimal standard house: 10, 100, 1000 iden-tical houses. There was little re`lection about themorpho-logy of neighbourhoods, urban planning or integrating thehouses into the site. This produced housing estates whichwere indifferent to their context. The tendency tomultiplythe number of houses without planning was made worseby the dif`iculty of `inding land for the construction andthe need to relocate a large proportion of the victims. Thescarcity of property available led to decisionswhich do notseem justi`ied today: vast pieces of land on very steepslopes, isolated from village or urban centres, in forestareas (which had to be cleared) or in areas liable to `loo-ding. Housing estates were built on these pieces of land onthe basis of the ef`iciency of the construction and the pro-`itability of the land: plots weremarked out using the BRRstandards (100 m² for tenants, 200 m² for landowners),with few community facilities (amosque and a school) andvery little public space.In addition, crucial features were often lacking from thesehousing estates: no roads linking them to the neighbou-ring centre, no potable water network (like in Unjung Se-gundur on the island of Weh), isolation from employmentcentres (Leuhan 8 kilometers fromMeulaboh, with no pu-blic transport andwhere private collectivemeans of trans-portation are very expensive for households)…

But, as for houses, therewere also a few caseswhere urbanissueswere given proper consideration andwhich showedthat it was also possible to take these issues into accountin a reconstruction context.
The neighbourhood of Meuraxa in Banda Aceh: an
attempt to coordinate actors around an urban pro-
jectAn example of a coordinated project was carried out inMeuraxa, a neighbourhood in the port of Banda Aceh. Thedifferent actors involved in the reconstruction included apublic body (BRR), the municipal authority, an internatio-nal agency (UN-Habitat), private companies (P2KP) andseveral NGOs (Up-Link …). An agreement was establishedbetween these actors based on an urban plan coordinatedby UN-Habitat, which reinforced the capacity of the localauthorities.Meuraxawas almost completely destroyed by the tsunami:on the seafront, without any hills to stop thewave, the pas-senger port and the residential neighbourhood werewiped from the map. Before 2004, Meuraxa was a relati-vely mixed neighbourhood socially: `ishermen’s houseswere grouped together near the port, while civil servantsfrom themiddle and upper classes lived between the coastand the city centre. Aswell as for `ishing, the port was usedto supply the island of Weh and for the transportation ofpassengers. During the con`lict, Banda Aceh’s port was ofstrategic importance in terms of commerce and transpor-tation.The reconstruction programme has now restored the acti-vity of the port and remodelled the nearby neighbourhood.A carefully designed network of roads of different statuscovers all the different uses and is adapted to different le-vels of circulation (from the expressway which connectsthe city centre and the port, to the paved streetswhich leadto the houses and which are punctuated by street lights.Within this newly-created network, there are differenthousing reconstruction programmes. Besides the BRR andits minimal houses, UN-Habitat and Up-Link ran a partici-patory house construction programme, with architecturalvariations included from the design phase which meanthat the neighbourhood has a great deal of visual diversity.Having arrived later, IDB built large, attractive houses, fouryears after the tsunami, for the last bene`iciaries who hadremained without houses.The tsunami study centre, which has regional in`luence, isa veritable symbol and reinforces the strategic position ofthe neighbourhood, while acting as a refuge for the inha-bitants if there is a tsunami warning. A public park with atsunami memorial means that there is a physical trace ofthe event in the neighbourhood to remember the tragedywhich led to the current metamorphosis.However, there is general agreement that there has beenno veritable economic development plan nor any publicconsultation about the future of the neighbourhood, andthough life is easier than elsewhere, the fragility of econo-mic situations remains an obstacle to development.UN-Habitat, which instigated the programme, wanted to
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base the urban operation on participatory discussion. Up-Link showed they shared this desire by developing a localdevelopment plan with the inhabitants of several smallneighbourhoods which included social and economic ob-jectives. This participatory dimension was replaced by anoperation which was based more on infrastructures. Thisre`lects the hyper-technical vision of the city and the re-gion which has predominated during this reconstruction,but also theweakness of the social and associative fabric inAceh, which was weakened by the civil con`lict. The ope-rations in Meuraxa are therefore the result of power rela-tions and the know-how of actors, who worked more onthe coherence of infrastructure rather than in reaction toeconomic and social reality.This example shows that it is not easy to have an effect ona city, that urban contexts are extremely complex and thatreconstruction or development activities have a verystrong effect on territories and have long term conse-quences. Urban planning and urban development cannotavoid this complexity nor can they ignore the social, eco-nomic or political consequences that they cause. And, whatis more, the usual complexity of urban contexts is furtherexacerbated in crisis situations.
The role of municipal authorities in drawing up re-
construction strategiesDisasters or crises in urban environmentsweaken both na-tional and local governance bodies (regional and munici-pal governments) for a certain time. Yet, municipalauthorities play a central role during reconstruction inurban environments. Having been elected, their legitimacyis recognized by the inhabitants and they are also respon-sible for political, economic and social objectives in rela-tion to the development of the territory. This legitimacy isessential and needs to be recognized by the inhabitants (toaccept decisionsmade in relation to urban interventions),by NGOs (to work in partnership with the elected authori-ties rather than taking over from them) and by donors (toentrust them with the management of funds) so that thereconstruction phase can start with the proper distribu-tion of roles.During the emergency phase, the role of NGOs is essentialto take charge of the most pressing needs, bringing assis-tance to people by supplying them with basic necessitiesand providing them with security. But this initial phase ofaction should also allow themunicipal authority to be rein-forced, so that it can properly ful`il its functions during thereconstruction phase. It should play an essential role atthis time, ensuring that there is continuity or coherencebetween the actions of the different operators bymeans ofa (pre-existing or new) plan for developing and runningthe city or the region. In addition, the intensity of the cri-sis often in`luences the ambition of reconstruction pro-jects. Below are three different cases:- The disaster does not lead to the complete reappraisalof preceding urban development policies, but obliges cer-

tain aspects to be revised. In the recent case of the tsunamiin Japan, in March 2011, the reconstruction appears to befollowing the urban planswhich preceded the disaster, butis revising energy choices, the choice of geographic loca-tions (the location of nuclear power stations, for example)and the different buffer zones. The reconstruction is acontinuation of the preceding policies, but has allowednew directions to be taken.- The disaster is a turning point and is seen as an oppor-tunity to implement better city and regional managementstrategies. This is how the reconstruction in Acehwas pre-sented, though the social and economic ambitions remai-ned verymodest. The vision of the city and the territory inthis reconstructionwas above all functional and technical:it aimed to set up effective infrastructure (water and elec-tricity networks, roads, sanitation, etc.) and to ensure thatwork was of good quality to allow risks to be reduced inthis area which is subject to a high level of seismic activity(anti-earthquake construction, refuge buildings, evacua-tion plans, warning and tsunami surveillance systems). Ho-wever, the absence of references to the precedingorganization of the territory led to errors in the choice andimplementation of projects. For example, as outlinedabove, the construction of housing estates led to a breakwith former ways of living: isolation from places of work,dependence on private transport, modi`ication of culturaland social ties between inhabitants, etc. Yet, themunicipalor local authorities know all about how the city was for-merly organized and the territory’s potential and weak-nesses. Using this knowledge would help to avoid makingreconstruction decisions which are obstacles to the sus-tainable and coherent running of a territory.- The disaster wipes the slate clean. It is presented as anopportunity to “start from scratch”. This is how Haiti afterthe earthquake of January 2010 is often presented. Ambi-tions are high: the reconstruction will reinforce develop-ment through poverty reduction, improved urbangovernance and regional management, economic deve-lopment, natural risk management, sustainable develop-ment, better medical and sanitation services, etc. Inrelation to such ambition, the Haitian government and themunicipal authority of Port-au-Prince lack legitimacy(contested by both the local population and internationalactors). In addition, the general tendency to believe thatthe reconstruction project should entirely rebuild the cityis paralyzing: even though the territory is deeply woun-ded, it is the result of a particular history, culture and or-ganization (formal or informal) to which reference mustbemade in order to implement an effective reconstructionprogramme.Reconstruction in urban environments cannot overlookthe role of municipal authorities and local governments.These are the legitimate bodies to de`ine the developmentorientations (economic, social, cultural and environmen-tal) which underlie all urban projects. It is never neutralto conduct operations in cities: a development plan shouldcoordinate different operations in order to control the im-
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pacts of the reconstruction and so that they work towardsa common objective. Urban systems are complex: the largenumber of actors, involved in a wide variety of domains(health, water, housing, risks, etc.), adds to the dif`iculty ofcoordinating actions so that they are coherent with a sha-red project. And yet, tools do exist, which have been tes-ted outside the context of humanitarian operations, whichhave allowedmunicipal authorities to deal with these com-plex issues of urban governance in crisis contexts.Strategic urban planning: a reconstruction toolStrategic urban planning is a tool which allows better un-derstanding of the potential andweaknesses of urban ter-ritories. Its goal is to allow a project to be constructedtaking into account the positions and interests of all theactors concerned: representatives of the inhabitants, pri-vate companies, associations, professionals, NGOs, etc.Coordinated by the municipal authority, these new urbanplans provide strategic lines which have been agreed bydifferent actors for the implementation of a city project.These plans are not written in stone: they are the result ofa process, which is constantly readjusted as urban reali-ties evolve, but which is based on collectively de`ined ob-jectives.In the 1990s, Argentina went through a serious economicand social crisis which culminated in the riots of December2001 leaving the political class as a whole and the capa-city of its leaders to run the country severely discredited.In response to this crisis, the city of Rosario implementeda Plan Estrategico from 1995 in order to establish econo-mic and social objectives for urban renewal. A long consul-tation phase brought together around 150 public andprivate institutions, resulting in the elaboration of anurban plan which represented a shared vision of what thecity would be like 20 years later. This consensus allowedeach actor to situate its action in an overall project inwhich they had actively participated. Today, the city hasbene`ited greatly due to the success of the operation: par-ticipatory democracy has become an integral part of Ro-sario’s citizen-based culture, numerous public and greenspaces have replaced the affected industrial zones, the eco-nomy has rapidly improved and poverty reduction pro-grammes have made it possible to tackle the issue ofinformal housing. 15 years after its implementation, thestrategic urban plan has helped to transform the city basedon the objectives of sustainability and greater democracy.In 2004, Rosario was awarded a prize fromUN-Habitat forthis project and its good urban management.Tools therefore do exist which allow the actions of opera-tors to be coordinated and coherent with territorial reali-ties. In the context of post-disaster reconstruction,strategic urban plans could allow the large number of ac-tors and the needs of the territory to be taken into accountand a city project to emerge. But the processes involvedtake a long time, requiring greater implication than is pos-sible under a humanitarian mandate. At the same time, itwould be unthinkable not to go through these processeswhen a city the size of Port-au-Prince needs to be rebuilt.

Conclusion: towards new roles?What positions can NGOs adopt during these new recons-truction missions in urban environments? We feel thatthey can adopt several major roles, in collaboration withmunicipal authorities.When, as is the case in Haiti, themu-nicipal or other competent authorities suffer from a lackof legitimacy or require their competencies to be reinfor-ced, international organizations can assist and advise localinstitutions in the form of governance aid. Support can alsobe technical: NGOs’ know-how and implementing capacityand the professional expertise of their staff, are assets forreconstruction projects: roads, networks, housing, logis-tics… their different competencies can allow rapid and ef-fective project implementation. In addition, at the sametime as working in line with the urban and territorial pro-ject led by the municipal authorities, NGOs and interna-tional organisations can take action in favour of theirmissions’ objectives: respect for the environment, accessto healthcare, poverty reduction, the right to housing…A lot could be learned if NGOs participated in de`iningurban strategic plans, both for the organizations them-selves (who lack understanding of urban issues) and forthe municipal authorities (by integrating the social objec-tives of NGOs and taking advantage of their know-how andexpertise). This would no doubt imply profound culturalchange amongst humanitarian workers: new schedules(city timescales are long - based on years, or even tens ofyears), new collaborations (programmes no longer de`i-ned within an organization but in collaboration with themunicipal project), new know-how (integrating the com-petencies of urban planners, urban sociologists, geogra-phers, architects, etc.). But is this a change that is wantedor desirable? Should humanitarians be rebuilding cities?Each organization is no doubt currently asking itself thesequestions… after the mass construction of houses in Aceh(often for the `irst time for many NGOs), and participationin the reconstruction of Port-au-Prince today, humanita-rian organizations are questioning their operational me-thods. Successive disasters have shown the vitalimportance of their operations, but the issues involved inthe reconstructions they are taking part in go beyond theirmandates. So, what should they do - specialise in emer-gency relief or become involved in development aid? Ob-viously, there is no single answer to this question, butcurrent operational contexts show that humanitarian pro-fessions are faced with challenges on a new scale whichmake it necessary to revise the frameworks in which theywork.
Eléonore Labattut - Simon Deprez

1GAM: Gerakan Aceh Merdeka, the Free Aceh Movement. Created in1976, thismovement fought for the independence of the region until2005.
2Transmigration: national programmewhich aimed to open up Javaand begin intensive agricultural development of the islands of theIndonesian archipelago. Southern Sumatra, and particularly the re-gion of Lampung, was transformed by the programme.
3Georges Junus Aditjondro, Profiting from peace : The political econ-
omy of Aceh’s Post-Helsinki reconstruction, INFID, 2007.4The Indonesian NGO, Up-Link, developed a series of housing typeson stilts which can be easily adapted and tranformed by individualfamilies.
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“Take an urban scenario in one of the poorest countries in
the world, add two million people packed into poorly-built
buildings on mountainsides and other at-risk sites, remove
all building regulations, quality control, urban planning and
water and sanitation networks, then shake vigorously”1.This ‘recipe’ is none other than that of a disaster whichshook and destroyed Port-au-Prince on 12 January 2010.It could easily apply to other cities in poor countries,where there are large marginal populations who live inzones where there is a high risk of disasters.But we have recently seen that even the cities of the richestnations can not consider themselves to be safe. The earth-quake and subsequent tsunami in Japan struck an urbani-zed coast with one of the most advanced levels of disasterpreparedness in the world, with norms to regulateconstruction and structures in place tomitigate the effectsof sudden disasters.Over and above the radically different resources and ca-pacities that these countries have, the reality is that urbandensity inmulti-risk contexts generates unprecedented re-construction challenges - How can housing solutions beprovided in a very short space of time, all across a city,when the areas affected are full of debris or have beenmade inaccessible? How can community centres and resi-dential buildings be used to house refugees in the early pe-

riod after a disaster? How can housing policy be in`luencedto promote equitable reconstruction and use of land wi-thout risks when the administrative bodies involved areextremely weak? How can gravel be cleared, land bebought and structural damage be evaluatedwhen the localauthorities do not want to or cannot do it themselves?There is no single answer to these questions, but they high-light the limits of the classic operational methods of manyhumanitarian agencies, which are designed to provide as-sistance in clearly con`ined spaces like refugee camps,which are often run directly by the international aid sector.Their assistance is often synonymous with the mass dis-tribution of emergency shelters, whether these are tar-paulins, tents or collective centres. These pre-establishedsolutions are rarely suitable in dense residential neigh-bourhoods where there is a mixture of houses, whetherthey are damaged or completely destroyed, rented orowned, one-story ormulti-story, with a clear property sta-tus or, on the contrary, one that is very ambiguous. Forexample, two weeks after the earthquake, it was impossi-ble to set up family tents in the neighbourhoods of Port-au-Prince as these tents are designed to give familiesminimal living space which require an area of 25 m2 onthe ground. An area of this size was occupied, on average,by four different families having set upmakeshift shelters.Urban density was only one of the problems that many or-ganizations were confronted with in Haiti and which for-ced them to adoptmore `lexible and context-based optionsbased more on existing social and economic dynamics.But this does not just happen. It requires good knowledgeof the spatial organization of neighbourhoods, solidarityand help networks within the population (what is knownin English as “safety nets”) and the population’s preferredcoping and re-housing strategies.In a city where 80% of the inhabitants are tenants (veryoften of a room in a building), the question is, who shouldbe helped to rebuild – the tenant or the landlord? Whatguarantees and agreements about rental conditions shouldbe established? Should only the poorest be provided withaid, that is to say , those without resources or those whowere homeless before the disaster, or the middle class ofteachers and nurses who lost their homes but also theirjobs when the schools and hospitals were swallowed upwith the rest? It is therefore necessary to understand thecomplexity of the civil societywhich is constantlymixing inurban environments, and to distinguish the “community”mechanisms which exist.Another dilemma of post-disaster action in cities is how tosupply the competencies needed to start the reconstruc-tion, competencies which aid organisations do not have:clearing debris/rubble, property regulations (and poten-tially buying land for the reconstruction), making buildingssafe or urban planning.
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The increasing number of conferences and debates
about urban vulnerability show how important it is
to tackle this subject and improve understanding
about it within humanitarian organisations.
This gradual change has a number of symptoms: the
use of ‘uncommon’ approaches to post-disaster
housing such as Pinancial aid and host families
means that international organisations are moving
away from traditional emergency solutions like
tents and tarpaulins.
Finding housing solutions in emergencies in big
cities is extremely complex: lives and expertise,
goods andworkers have been lost, there is an urgent
need to identify provisional locations to re-locate
people, there are political and legal constraints and
issues of fairness and loss of memory and identity
to consider. Many of the lessons which have been
learned – in terms of building partnerships to
prepare for disasters and in terms ofworkingwithin
the framework of legal and property procedures –
can help to overcome these recurring problems.
There is not just one correct answer, but it is certain
that making the most of urban opportunities such
as access to technology, a developed market
economy and innovation can act as a guide to help
design a response in relation to housing which is
more adapted to needs.

Post-disaster re-housing in cities: should we support social dynamics or
reinforce the status quo?
Sandra D’URZO
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If the challenge is to accompany governments in the facili-tation of property ownership rules which allow the re-construction process to be accelerated, and to guide themtowards more consensual and participatory approaches,this requires expert knowledge which is not commonamongst humanitarian organizations.Over and above the constraints involved, it is certain that“urban opportunities” like access to technology, a develo-ped market economy and innovation, can act as a guide indesigning a response in the housing sector.After the earthquake, though physically devastated, Haitiwas still able to use the mobile phone network and thebanking system to receive `inancial aid from the diaspora.A partnership between aid organizations and one of themobile phones suppliers helped to monitor people’s mo-vements between the capital and the provinces over seve-ral months. Then “host family” programmes wereestablished in order to give displaced people housing so-lutions in people’s homes and the host families some `i-nancial support. One of the programmes developed by theIFRC involves offering a “menu” of housing solutions, overa given period, in order to give families the boost they needto get their lives re-started. These solutions are designedas made-to-measure packages: tenant families who haveidenti`ied a house (certi`ied as being safe by the Ministryof Public Works), in an area which is familiar to them, areeligible to receive an amount to cover their rent for a yearand a sum to restart income generating activities. Others,who already have a piece of land, can receive ‘shelters’,units which can be gradually improved. Yet others can re-ceive `inancial help to buy a piece of land in cities or in theprovinces, onwhich they can build either alone orwith se-veral families. Each payment, each agreement between te-nants and landowners and each `inancial transaction isfollowed up by a team of Red Cross volunteers, accoun-tants, heads of programmes and legal advisors… with anobvious problem of scale andmeans to be able to monitorall the families. It would be easier, but less effective, tobuild houses in their thousands on unused land, than tofollow up families in their individual choices one by one.But these two approaches can be compared to, on the onehand, very sophisticated and precise urban “micro-sur-gery”which gives long-term results, and, on the other, “warsurgery”, which aims to contain the wound, to give eve-ryone a roof over their heads as quickly as possible, but inareas which are destined to fail, because they are often toofar from the original neighbourhoods and job opportuni-ties.During the reconstruction of cities and villages in Chile, `i-nancial solutions adapted to needs were evaluated andgranted to the victims of the earthquake. During an initialphase, agreementswere establishedwith private partners,such as tool and construction materials shops. With thesupport of the IFRC, this allowed the Chilean Red Cross tocreate a ‘debit card’ for a `ixed amount to be used to buy re-pair kits for damaged houses or to improve the conditionsof temporary houses.Questions remain about how to establish links between‘emergency’ humanitarian shelters and long-term recons-

truction in an urban environment. It is particularly true forprogrammes which involve self-build housing as it is, byde`inition, based on a progressive approachwhich evolvesdepending on each person’s technical know-how and abi-lity to save.
Sandra D’Urzo, Senior OfMicer

Shelter and Settlements Department
International Federation of the Red Cross

www.ifrc.org/en

1 IFRC, report published 12 months after the earthquake in Haiti.
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For more information‘Handbook on sustainable urban reconstruction’ , IFRCand SKAT, 2011.World Disasters Report 2010 on Urban Risk, IFRC.Host families guidelines , IFRC-UNICEF, 2011.‘The challenge of urban response’, video produced byIFRC

Destroyed housing in Port-au-Prince © FICR
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L’hebdomadaire Jeune Afrique, avec son dossier «Le cancer tchadien» revient sur les causes de
ce conflit, le déroulement des principales batailles et sur les conséquences nationales et interna-
tionales de la victoire du gouvernement d’Idriss Déby Itno

This research document, which is around `ifteen years old, is still as relevant today as when it was written. It aimsto present a speci`ic approach to developing preventive planning, with the goal of outlining the conditions or fac-tors which are likely to cause damage or in`luence the capacity to respond to urban crisis situations.The classic approach to vulnerabilitymeasures the potential damage of elements exposed to natural risks. But thevulnerability of cities is the result of a very large number of factors (acceleration of urban growth, whether or notthere is control over the territory, the segmentation of urban society, etc.). And the consequences of these vulne-rabilities manifest themselves in crisis situations in terms of human loss, material damage, and, generally, throughbarriers to development. According to the authors, these assessments and measurements of impact are not suf`i-cient to analyse vulnerability reduction and risk management.The authors propose a different, complementary approach. First of all, they distinguish different factors of vulne-rability:- Structural factors (socio-demographic and economic; socio-cultural; functional and technical; institutional andpolitico-administrative),- Geographic factors (localization constraints, place and time, type and recurrence of the impact)- Short-term factors (urban and technical dysfunction, institutional barriers, temporary failings).Secondly, the authors examine the social responses of individuals and groups exposed to risks which manifestthemselves in various types of behaviour (perception, personalization of information, etc.). This behaviour re-`lects both factors of vulnerability and socio-cultural thresholds in relation to risks (passive absorption of repea-ted damage; acceptance of the damage ; reduction of damage ; radical modi`ication of social behaviour).According to the authors, this approach to complex vulnerability leads to an operational assessment which aimsto reduce this vulnerability by improving responses in three ways: 1) provisional reduction before a crisis (eva-luation of factors), 2) operational reduction during the disaster (improving victims’ responses through clear andtargeted warning messages; 3) provisional and operational reduction after the disaster (collecting, analyzing andinterpreting data from the crisis).
www.horizon.documentation.ird.fr

Vulnérabilité aux risques naturels en milieu urbain : effets, facteurs et réponses sociales
In Cahiers des sciences humaines, 1996, pp 407-422
THOURET Jean-Claude and D'ERCOLE Robert

Bibliography
Focus on risks from the point of view of prevention

Focus on the issue of urban vulnerabilities

According to the International Development Agency (IDA), human action (or inaction) creates vulnerability torisks which transforms accidental events into disasters when they take place in systems with weak capacity. Theimpact in terms of damage and human loss is greater in poorer andmore vulnerable countries and on poorer andmore vulnerable groups of people.The article presents the activities of the IDA (presented as the world fund for the poor) in terms of analysis andmanagement of risks. TheWorld Bank has written more than 80 documents on risk management since 1999 (thelatest, which appeared at the beginning of 2010, is Safer Homes, Stronger Communities). The WB does not consi-der disasters to be external shocks which cannot be predicted but develops a more strategic approach to risk ma-nagement, with a particularly disquieting look at risk reduction.The article presents the operational methods of the World Bank and identi`ies the key factors of the success ofprojects: `lexibility, innovation, partnership and community participation. It describes the transformation of WBoperations: over and above the issue of humanitarian aid and emergency assistance (it has developed new toolsand mechanisms in these situations), prevention needs to be treated as an essential development issue, the ob-jective of reducing potential impacts needs to be promoted before disasters take place and there needs to be afocus on the deployment of disaster preparedness on a large-scale.

Managing Natural Hazards, Reducing Risks to Development
WORLD BANK (July 2009)
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The question of emergency relief in Haiti is dealt with by several actors in this report, including ALNAP and theOECD DAC Evaluation Network. To do this, they advocate the necessary analysis of context which provides a basisfor re`lection in relation to operations. Examples of operations during previous disasters are given in relation to anumber of themes (social cohesion, urban disasters and shelter, livelihoods, community participation, etc.) andsuggest ideas for re`lection, advice, etc. For example, feedback from urban disasters throughout the world recom-mend that there should beminimal displacement fromwhere people live and their social environment, in order toavoid the loss of bearings and the breakdown of social networks.Again on the basis of themes, the document looks at feedback from previous disasters in Haiti. This provides thereader with a global operational and contextual vision. The authors of the document then highlight key questionsfollowing the operations which have been carried out in Haiti since 12 January. These questions are based on the8 themes dealt with by the evaluators:- Coordination, leadership and national capacities,- Security and civil-military coordination- Financing,- Evaluation,- Information management and communication,- Cross-cutting issues- Targetting bene`iciaries- RecoveryFinally, the document outlines a shared evaluation framework for responses to the earthquake including three sec-tions: basic information about what is being evaluated, the `indings of the evaluation and, thirdly, the quality andvalidity of the evaluation itself. The document is completed by a very full bibliography.
www.alnap.org

Haiti Earthquake Response. Context Analysis
ALNAP, DAC, UNEG, July 2010, 70p.

This guide is aimed at humanitarian practitioners to help them tackle the issue of urban and rural property in post-disaster situations and establishes links with the humanitarian response on the ground (habitat, water and sani-tation, camps, disaster risk reduction, agriculture, livelihoods and protection, gender, etc.). The interaction betweenvulnerabilities and disasters makes it necessary to understand the dynamics involved in order to respond to peo-ple’s needs. Analysis is needed of:- the land ownership situation from before the disaster, the administration of the territory and governance me-thods;- the effects of the disaster on the property system (quantitative damage and qualitative transformations);- the new forms of interaction between property and these new uses.Chapter 3 “Land and the initial humanitarian response”, pp 24-49, takes as its starting point that property issuesshould be taken into account as early as the reconstruction phase, because security of tenure is essential to gain asustainable shelter. This chapter refers to the processes to implement in the initial phase of a humanitarian ope-ration in terms of:- Assessment: rapid assessments of needs, damage and loss, land availability and risk mapping;- Planning: security of tenure, access, land use, community participation, etc.;- Coordination: promoting coordination between the main agencies and based on sectors of activity, improved -integration of emergency responses into longer-term strategies, greater focus on building on existing capacity wi-thin national and local government institutions and community organisations;- Advocacy: identifying land issues requiring advocacy, establishing goals and objectives, de`ining target audienceand stakeholders, selecting messages and tactics, developing an action plan, monitoring and evaluation.Chapter 4 reviews the three main humanitarian sectors likely to be affected by land issues: emergency shelter,human rights protection, and agriculture and rural livelihoods.
www.unhabitat.org

Land and natural disasters, Guidance for Practitioners
UN-Habitat, 2010, 144 p.
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This handbook was developed by the World Bank to help Heads of Projects in making policy decisions which willbe implemented on a large scale for post-disaster housing reconstruction programmes. Despite the urgency of thesituation, the decisions made need to be thought through as they will have an impact in the long term for the af-fected population. The manual is divided into 4 parts and 23 chapters: the main part concerns “ReconstructionTasks and How to Undertake Them”. The themes covered are:Section 1 – Assessing Damage and De`ining Reconstruction Policy: Early Recovery: the context for Housing andCommunity Reconstruction (chapt. 1); Assessing Damage and Setting Reconstruction Policy (chapt. 2); Communi-cation in Post-Disaster Reconstruction (chapt. 3); Who Gets a House? The Social Dimension of Housing Recons-truction (chapt. 4); To Relocate or Not to Relocate? (chapt. 5); Reconstruction Approaches (chapt. 6).Section 2 - Planning Reconstruction: Land Use and Physical Planning (chapt. 7); Infrastructure and Services Deli-very (chapt. 8); Environmental Planning (chapt. 9); Housing Design and Construction Technology (chapt. 10); Cul-tural Heritage Conservation (chapt. 11).Section 3 - Project Implementation: Community Organizing and Participation (chapt. 12); Institutional Options forReconstructionManagement (chapt. 13); International, National and Local Partnerships in Reconstruction (chapt.14); Mobilizing Financial Resources and Other Reconstruction Assistance (chapt. 15); Training Requirements in Re-construction (chapt. 16).Each chapter is organised in the same way: guiding principles, introduction, the main decisions for different sta-keholders, associated policies (referring to other chapters), before tackling technical aspects and recommenda-tions. At the end of each chapter there are case studies and a bibliography.
www.housingreconstruction.org

Safer Homes, stronger communities. A Handbook for reconstructing after natural disaster
World Bank, 2010, 407 p
JHAAbhas K.

Designed as a practical guide to identifying vulnerable people in urban environments, (which needs to be `leshedout with feedback about using the methods and tools in the guide), it provides professional humanitarians with amethodology for collecting information about urban policies, analysing the short-term effects of a crisis and map-ping structural vulnerabilities in neighbourhoods.The guide allows operators to carry out the initial assessment phase in the `ield, with, for example, indicationsabout organising the initial collection of documents, obtaining information about how vulnerabilities and/or live-lihoods are distributed across the agglomeration, and the carrying out of a full situation assessment at the local level(one or more neighbourhoods). A series of questionnaires which can be adapted to different situations can befound in the annexes.The annexes also include evaluation forms such as “Evaluating sustainable livelihoods in an urban environment andthe impact of the food crisis”. These can be adapted to all kinds of evaluations in the `ield, and particularly thoseconcerning livelihoods.

Identifier les vulnérables urbains. Evaluer les moyens d’existence durables et les vulnérabilités urbaines
ACF International, 2009, 96 p.

* Consult the full bibliography on the Groupe URD website: www.urd.org/newsletter

and a detailed bibliography on “Cities and crises” on :

http://www.urd.org/IMG/pdf/Sources_documentaires_Villes_et_Crises_-_Decembre_2010.pdf (in French)
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Events
"Conférence Nationale Humanitaire – Face aux enjeux humanitaires, quels partenariats ?", 16 November 2011,
ParisTo follow up the recommendationsmade in the report by Alain Boinet and Benoît Miribel, “Analyses et propositions surl’action humanitaire dans les situations de crise et post-crise”, a National Conference for Humanitarian aid will be heldfrom 9 am to 6 pm on 16 November 2011, chaired by Alain Juppé, Minister of Foreign and European Affairs and in thepresence of Kristalina Georgieva, European Commissioner for International Cooperation, Humanitarian Aid and CrisisResponse. Groupe URD is contributing to the organisation of this event.Attendance of this conference is by invitation only, but it will be possible to follow the debates via an internet videobroadcast (live or playback).
More information available on the site:
www.regonline.co.uk/builder/site/Default.aspx?EventID=1014211

For any other information, please contact Jeanne Taisson: jtaisson@urd.org

Quality Management in Humanitarian Action (Quality COMPAS©method), 24-28 October 2011This training course is also aimed primarily at international aid sector professionals whomanage projects and/or carryout evaluations (e.g. Heads of Programmes, Heads of Projects, Evaluation Managers and Quality Managers within hu-manitarian organisations…).By the end of the course, participants will have learned:- the different aspects of Quality in humanitarian action (the history of Quality, overview of actors and issues);- the key terms related to Quality and the principles of Quality assurance;- how to use the Quality COMPAS;- the process of adopting a Quality Assurance method.
For more information or to register, contact Pierre Brunet: pbrunet@urd.org

"Integrating the Environment into Humanitarian Action and Early Recovery": development of a training kitThis trainer’s guide is being developed by UNEP and Groupe URD with funding from the Flemish International Coope-ration Agency. It is due to come out at the end of 2011 and is part of a broader partnership between the two organiza-tions involving the running of training courses in France and abroad.The kit will include 13 trainingmodules, each with a PowerPoint presentation, notes for the trainer, a 4-page summaryand annexes to illustrate themodule (case study, documents, photos, `ilms,…). English and French versionswill be avai-lable to download free from the internet.Any organisation who wishes to organise a training course internally will be able to do so using the documents contai-ned in the kit.
For more information, contact Blanche Renaudin: brenaudin@urd.org

14th International Solidarity Week, 12-20 November 2011International Solidarity Week is a time of awareness-raising, re`lection, creativity and conviviality involving local or-ganizations."DroitS à l'essentiel" is the slogan for the 2011 edition. For the `irst time, participants are being asked to focus on a sha-red theme to establish the identity of the edition, be in phase with current events and ensure that the same cross-sec-tor message is transmitted at the local and national levels.
For more information, go to: www.lasemaine.org

6th Journée provençale de la santé humanitaire (Marseille), 17 November 2011Since 2006, the Journée provençale de la santé humanitaire has been a major rendez-vous in Marseille for professio-nals from the health and social sectors interested in national and international solidarity.The 2011 editionwill focus on the theme of solidarity in cross-cultural contexts or how toworkwith “difference” in thehealth and social sectors. The event, which will be held at the Faculty of Medicine, Timone Hospital, Marseille, includesdebates, conferences and activities and a number of organisations will be holding stands.
Contact: julie.begin@santesud.org
www.santesud.org/sinformer/evenements/jpsh/jpsh2011/2011.html
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“Ecological Sanitation” training course, Plaisians (Groupe URD headquarters, South of France), 24-27 Novem-
ber 2011Are you involved in an aid project and looking for ways to tackle the issue of toilets? Do you want to build more than abasic facility? Do you want to involve the bene`iciaries in the decision-making process? How can the project be madesustainable? What are the most appropriate techniques for your context?This training course, organised by Toilettes du Monde, covers the following areas:- The key concepts, tools and methods needed to implement sanitation which is adapted to each context in a sustaina-ble manner.- Assessing needs and analyzing situations in relation to Sanitation: operational context, the role of different actors, re-sources and constraints, using participatory initial assessment tools.- How to integrate sanitation into a project in a sustainable manner: participatory planning, objectives and the logicalframework of the project.- Technical aspects involved in implementing sustainable sanitation: excreta sanitation, grey water management, useand maintenance, reusing waste in agricultural, cost factors.- The different sources of funding for a sanitation project.
For more information: formation@toilettesdumonde.org
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